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Welcome from the ECR 2007 President
office), its drive for excellence, and
the astonishingly high number of
dedicated people working for this
meeting. It is also a consequence
of continuous improvements and
innovations in the educational and
scientific programme, in meeting
organisation, meeting design, and
style.

Prof. Christian J. Herold welcomes the ECR
2007 delegates.

As the first Austrian and even Viennese President of ECR, I am equally
delighted and proud to welcome
you to this year’s meeting in my
hometown! ECR 2007 is the second
official congress of the ESR, and the
thirteenth consecutive meeting to
take place in Vienna. Although I
am not superstitious, I view this as
a good omen. The fact that ECR has
never left Vienna after the initiation
of the new format in 1991 reflects
the growing success of this meeting. This is related to several factors,
among them the highly effective
meeting organisation (the ECR/ESR

We have made extraordinary efforts
to develop a comprehensive educational programme which offers
more sessions than ever, illuminates
all significant areas and touches
upon all relevant innovations in
radiology. This programme will be
presented by outstanding young
and seasoned international speakers, both from within and outside
Europe. All in all, ECR 2007 offers
an educational gourmet selection
that caters for every taste.
Likewise, the scientific programme
has been expanded, but not at the
expense of sacrificing the high
quality of scientific presentations.
While maintaining our selectively
low acceptance rate, we have added
four more sessions to entertain high
quality science provided by European and international researchers.
Looking at the final scientific programme, it will be difficult for me

(and hopefully for everyone else) to
choose between so many attractive
sessions.
Moreover, we have established a new
interactive learning centre which
will allow you not only to expand
your knowledge using innovative
interactive teaching methods, but
also to test your own knowledge in
certain fields. This should be both
educational and fun! As interactive
teaching was so well received over
the past few years, we have made
every effort to expand the interactive part of the teaching programme
to offer more of those successful and
attractive elements to a wider audience at ECR 2007. In this context,
we have also increased the seating
for the interactive teaching courses
to alleviate any distress caused by
overcrowded rooms and hot temperatures.
In addition, we would like to welcome you to the now well-established
Hospital Manager Symposium,
which will examine the economic,
organisational and managerial challenges related to radiology in a hospital environment.
With regards to the social programme, ECR and Vienna offer

a huge variety of cultural events,
sophisticated entertainment and
culinary delights. ECR 2007 has a
distinguished Viennese touch, but
one which does not solely reflect
traditional taste. We have strived
to blend historic and modern elements, and integrate these into a
‘Viennese Melange’. The official ECR
poster, created by a contemporary
multimedia artist, is a visible symbol of this philosophy.
Vienna is not your everyday city, and
ECR is not your everyday meeting.
Clear-sighted and bold leaders in
European radiology, as well as the
brilliant ECR office, have developed
a meeting format which combines
first rate education and science with
modern style, exquisite design, and
entertainment. Our goal has always
been and will always be to increase
the joy in learning, to celebrate
the art of science, and at the same
time, to entertain our visitors during long and exhausting meeting
days. The results are visible to everyone: ECR takes great pride in using
style, design and entertainment as
supportive media to transport and
deliver education and science as our
dearest core values.
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Welcome to ECR 2007!

ESR launches ‘Alliance for MRI’
Today, 11:15–12:00, Room Z
The ESR launches the ‘Alliance for
MRI’, together with Dr. Hannes
Swoboda, MEP and Vice-Chair of
the Party of European Socialists,
and Ingele Meulenbergs of the
European Federation of Neurological
Associations. The aim is to avert
the serious threat posed by EU
health and safety legislation, in
particular the EU Physical Agents
2004/40/EC (EMF) Directive, to the
clinical and research use of MRI.

Brain imaging specialists concentrate on connectivity,
activation, and microangiopathies

© Stefan Liewehr (Prof. Herold), Schleissing (Gulda), Prof. G. Bongartz

By Karen Sandrick
Profound improvements in perfusion
and diffusion tensor imaging over the
past few decades are changing the
ways in which radiologists understand disease processes, especially
those involving small blood vessels in
the brain, according to Dr. Jonathan
Gillard, Cambridge University Hospital, UK. He will chair today’s session
on new insights into brain morphology and brain function, to take place
in room C at 16:00.
Advancements such as diffusion
MRI are now current practice, both
for assessing the extent of acute
ischemic disease to speed the treatment of stroke patients, and for
mapping white-matter fibres for
neurosurgeons to identify which

parts of the brain are functional
and should not be touched during surgery, explained Dr. Denis
Le Bihan, from NeuroSpin, CEA
Saclay Center, Paris.
Future directions for diffusion MRI
are not yet clear, but there are two
potential applications, he explained.
The first relates to problems in communication between various parts of
the brain when, for example, the frontal lobe is not talking to the hippocampus or not talking in the right way.
“There are some papers showing
that in schizophrenia, depression
or autism, the brain anatomy looks
almost normal. The issue is that
communication is not well-established and communication goes
through the white-matter fibres. So

if we have a way to map out whitematter fibres, we may be able to
show that something is abnormal;
there are not as many fibres as we
expect, or the fibres are not wellorganised. These are things that
could be detected with diffusion
tensor imaging,” Le Bihan said.
Diffusion MRI may also be used to
detect activation of the brain. During
activation, the diffusion of water molecules slows down. The reason is not
yet known, but it may be because neurons swell when they are activated. If
diffusion MRI proves to be accurate
in visualising changes in the microscopic structure of tissues that occur
during activation of the neurons, it
could reveal a process that is intrinsically linked to brain activation.

Innovative imaging
Satellite Symposium ECR 2007
Friday, March 9, 2007
Time: 14.00 – 15.30

continued on page 5
myESR.org
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Opportunities multiply as they are seized
Sun Tzu / The Art of War
By Michael J. Lee, Dublin, IE
This winter, in Ireland, there have
been high winds and too much rain.
It has also been unseasonably warm,
with very little of the traditional icy
weather we anticipate at this time
of year. Presumably, this is all due
to global warming and this change
in our climate has been taking place
over the last number of years. It is
also a time when most radiologists
who work in Northern Europe envy
their Southern European colleagues
the light and heat that abound
in Southern Europe. It would be
lovely to trade places for a couple of
months of the Northern European
winter, and indeed if there are any
takers, please let me know.
Health services throughout Europe
are in a state of flux at the moment.
It is a time of profound change, with
government demanding more value
for money from health authorities,
and patients demanding the best
quality care irrespective of resources.
We, as doctors, are left trying to
negotiate our way through these two
conflicting ideologies. There is no
doubt that managing the change can
be quite frustrating, but it also provides opportunities for those who
are willing to embrace change.
Think back to radiology twenty
years ago. The mainstays of radiology included: bariums, IVP’s, plain
film reporting, and ultrasound. CT
was beginning to proliferate, but was

single slice, and slow compared to
what we are currently familiar with.
MR was in its infancy and only available in selected centres. The life of a
working radiologist was very different to that of the life we know today.
We now have multislice CT, MR with
fast gradients, even faster 3 Tesla MR
units, functional PET imaging and
high-end interventional radiology
suites, treating patients with diverse
diseases from carotid artery stenosis to image-guided cancer therapy.
Cross-sectional imaging generates so
many images that it is now virtually
impossible to read these studies using
film, and soft-copy reporting is now
the norm. PACS are almost ubiquitous, to manage the increasing need
for IT integration, both within the
radiology department and between
the radiology department and the
rest of the hospital. All these changes
occurred because of collaboration
between radiology and equipment
companies and were largely kept in
the house of radiology.
What of radiology over the next
twenty years? What will our colleagues twenty years from now be
doing and will they be involved in
the imaging of the future?
In case you didn’t know, there is an
imaging revolution happening at
the moment. If one were to search
the last 5 years of PubMed for titles
containing the word ‘imaging’, a
total number of ‘27,725 hits’ appear.
However, if one looks at these

manuscripts, there is an increasing percentage that do not relate
to clinical imaging as we currently
know it. Among the imaging techniques that come up are Micro PET
(66 hits), Micro CT (30 hits), Autoradiography (115), Optical Imaging (598 hits), Optical Coherence
Tomography (1,025 hits), Bioluminescence (287 hits), and molecular
imaging (568 hits). Interestingly, if
you belong to a university hospital,
I would be very surprised if some
of these techniques were not being
used by your university scientists.
A generic term for these imaging
techniques would be molecular
imaging or preclinical imaging. In
particular, molecular imaging is the
new buzz word. There is no doubt that
there have been enormous advances
in the imaging of disease processes
at a molecular level. In part, these
advances have transpired from the
enormous progress made in genomics and proteomics in identifying the
specific biomarkers of genetic mutations and rogue proteins that cause
diseases. Based on these discoveries, new molecular probes are being
devised by scientists, with the end
point of using imaging to diagnose,
treat and report on the outcome of
therapy for many disease processes.
The holy grail is imaging on a cellular level, and indeed this is achievable in the not too distant future. The
big question, of course, is who will
do this molecular imaging?

Welcome to the European Congress
of Radiology 2007 and to Vienna!
By Clare Roche, Galway, IE
The ECR meeting continues to thrive
and develop from year to year. Overall attendance for last year’s meeting
was 16,000. ECR 2007 promises to
be an even more exciting, innovative
and dynamic meeting. The theme
for ECR 2007 is ‘imaging generations’. President of ECR, Professor
Christian J. Herold explains that this
motto refers to the unique position
radiology holds in providing health
care to patients of all ages. In addition, several generations of radiolo-

Dr. Clare Roche,
ECR Today Editor.

gists are contributing to and using
modern imaging technology and
are driving new developments. You
will see, when you look around the
congress, that many generations are
indeed represented, from the junior
radiologist right through to the justretired or about to retire colleague.
Such mixing of generations provides
a wealth of experience, insight and
enthusiasm and we all learn from
one another.
ECR Today is a daily newspaper
which is distributed free of charge
to ECR delegates. This year, as well
as giving information on the highlights of the congress from day to
day, it will include some new features. There will be a science column, explaining important new
concepts in an easy to understand
way. The paper will feature articles on the hobbies of radiologists
– which are surprisingly diverse and
fascinating.
The educational programme of ECR
has been expanded and includes an
interactive teaching course, as well
as many interactive sessions, building on the popularity and success
of previous interactive teaching at

ECR. It’s a great way to learn. An
e-learning centre allows voluntary
self-assessment and complements
the educational experience. There’s
a new categorical course on Multidetector CT, presented by world
experts, which is sure to be very well
attended.
ECR is rightly famous for its cultural side, and the attractions of
traditional and modern Vienna
have made the ECR a firm favourite for many radiologists. This year’s
president, Prof. Christian J. Herold,
lives and works in Vienna so he is
in a unique position to show off the
beautiful city of Vienna to the ECR
delegates. The social programme is
varied and wonderful. Don’t miss
it!
The most important part of any educational meeting is ‘meeting’. ECR
allows time during the congress day
for delegates to relax, refresh and
browse through scientific and industry exhibits. The Austria Center is
well-laid out with plenty of areas
to gather, drink a coffee and have a
chat. You will meet many interesting
people here and will catch up with
some old friends too.

Can you imagine a radiologist of the
future being involved in the labelling of a particular biomarker of
disease, with an imaging probe and
perhaps a disease-specific therapeutic agent? The radiologist would
inject the biomarker with the associated imaging probe and therapeutic agent, image the biodistribution
of the drug, image the action of the
drug at a cellular level and over time
report on outcome, not just at a
structural level, but also at a cellular
level. You might say this is too complicated, and why not let the scientist come up with the discoveries,
and we as radiologists will then use
them. Unfortunately, this approach
could lead to radiologists being
left out in the cold when molecular
imaging becomes a clinical reality.
We don’t necessarily have a right to
own these new imaging techniques,
particularly if we are not involved in
the discovery process. So what can
we as radiologists do to ensure that
radiology has a seat at the molecular
imaging table in the future?
Firstly, it is important to educate ourselves about the basics of genomics
and proteomics. With this in mind,
we have commissioned a number
of basic articles on genomics and
proteomics in ECR Today over the
course of the conference. At the
very mention of the words genomics and proteomics, I can almost see
your eyes glaze over. However, it is
important to have a basic understanding of what scientists are talk-

There is a wealth of educational sessions today including a new horizons
session on brain morphology and
function, a state-of-the-art session
on frequently asked questions in pulmonary embolism – with answers
provided. There are special focus
sessions including CT and radiation
dose, the patient with elevated PSA,
imaging in dementia and imaging the
polytrauma patient. There are categorical courses on molecular imaging, MDCT and TNM staging and
a mini course on women’s imaging.

Prof. Michael J. Lee, ECR Today Editor.

ing about, at your respective institutions. If after reading these, you
feel enthused about learning more,
there are plenty of biology sites on
the internet that explain the basics
in more detail. Secondly, collaboration with scientists in the so-called
pre-clinical phase is important. It is
important for scientists to realise that
radiologists are the imaging specialists and are interested in pre-clinical imaging and molecular imaging. Thirdly, the European Institute
for Biomedical Imaging Research
(EIBIR), which has received funding from EU, deserves our support.
The aim is to kick start a network
of excellence in biomedical imaging throughout Europe. The future
of radiology lies to a large extent in
molecular imaging, which presents
an enormous change in the way we
as imagers look at disease processes,
but also presents enormous opportunities. As Sun Tzu said almost a
thousand years ago “Opportunities
multiply as they are seized.”
I wish you all a pleasant and educational stay in Vienna.

This is just a taste of what’s on offer
and, along with many other topics,
provides a rich menu for the delegate
to choose from. As with all ECRs, the
range and number of presentations
mean that the difficult part is having
to choose which session to attend.
ECR Today contains interviews
with some of the presenters and this
should help to whet your appetite.
Whatever sessions you decide to
attend, we hope you enjoy ECR 2007
and Vienna.

Opening Ceremony
Friday, March 9, 2007
12:15–13:30, Room A
Opening Ceremony
Musical performance by the
Wiener Virtuosen

Presentation of the ECR Gold Medal Award to
Philippe A. Grenier, Paris/FR
Robert E. Steiner, London/UK

Presentation of Honorary Members
Robert R. Hattery, Tucson, AZ/US
Kaori Togashi, Kyoto/JP

Presentation of Special Presidential Award to
Elias A. Zerhouni, Bethesda, MD/US

myESR.org
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ESR – a true story of success

By Monika Hierath, ESR Office
As the first President of the European Society of Radiology, Professor Nicholas Gourtsoyiannis has
masterminded the official launch of
a single house of radiology, a milestone firmly based on the founding
societies EAR and ECR that is going
to give a unified voice to the profession of radiology.
ECR Today has interviewed Prof.
Gourtsoyiannis on the occasion of
his recent visit to the ESR headquarters in Vienna.

ECR Today: What was the reason
to establish the ESR?
Prof. Nicholas Gourtsoyiannis:
The reason to establish the ESR was
to create a single house of radiology
in order to ensure growth and competitiveness of medical imaging in
Europe.
The institutional landscape of European radiology underwent a revolutionary change within these last
years. Europe’s leading radiological
institutions, the European Association of Radiology (EAR) and the
European Congress of Radiology
(ECR) founded jointly the European
Society of Radiology. The decision
to establish a single house of radiology was taken in order to strengthen
and unify European radiology. The
primary task is to ensure that ESR
will safeguard the general interests
of European radiology. Supported
by the general assemblies of both
the EAR and ECR, their respective leaders defined the process of
restructuring and decided on the
operational steps towards the creation of the new European Society of
Radiology. A joint strategic plan was
developed and approved by both
organisations. The ESR was officially
launched in Vienna, Austria, on
December 10, 2005.
ECRT: One of the key aims of the
ESR is the promotion of educational
activities in order to raise the profile
of radiology. What has been done in
that field since the inception of the
ESR in December 2005?
NG: As a first step, the ESR has concluded, approved and disseminated
a European Training Charter for
Clinical Radiology, in conjunction
with the Union of European Medical
Specialists (UEMS), which replaces
the previous 2003 charter. This new
version is a response to the rapid
expansion of the role and diversity of
radiology in recent years. The charter
is designed to provide increased flexibility for trainees in the latter part of
training to enable them to pursue a
greater variety of training opportuni-

ties within the overall defined training period. The charter reiterates that
the training period for radiology is
five years which recognises the vast
amount of knowledge and skills
required to deliver a general radiology service. This knowledge includes
cell function, physiology, anatomy
and physics as well as a wide understanding of all disease manifestations, natural history and
treatment. Competence in
undertaking and interpreting a wide range of imaging
modalities and disease manifestations also takes a considerable time which cannot
be condensed into shorter
training periods.

I would like to take this opportunity
to thank our industry partners who
greatly support us in realising these
important educational projects.

ECRT: Will the educational activities of ESR be confined to the borders of Europe or will ESR bring
education also to places outside of
Europe?

The establishment of the
European School of Radiology, ESOR, has been another
major mission in the field
of education. The aim of
ESOR is to extend teaching
resources worldwide and to
raise standards in the field of
scientific radiology through
global e-learning initiatives.
The goals of ESOR are not
only to develop the ESR
tools in accordance with
the international language
of radiological education, Prof. Dr. Nicholas Gourtsoyiannis, ESR President
but also to expand the ‘ECR
meets’ programmes into long-term NG: The activities of ESOR are
educational support, to cooperate planned to expand to places outside
with and enhance already existing of Europe, not only because of the
programmes on a world scale, and worldwide trend of internationalito identify and attend to the needs sation of educational resources, but
of individuals, groups and national also because European radiology
societies through specific educa- has the means to provide education
tional programmes.
outside its borders and to develop
highly valuable e-learning tools.
Within the framework of ESOR, the A first attempt to reach across the
GALEN project focuses on founda- borders of Europe is the visiting
tion courses. The aim is to facilitate professorships that were established
the implementation of the European during the ICR congress in Cape
Training Curricula. Four visiting Town.
schools within the GALEN project
are scheduled for 2007. The first ECRT: Another key achievement of
GALEN course has already been the young ESR is the development of
successfully held in Budapest in a new research institute – the EuroDecember last year.
pean Institute for Biomedical ImagWithin the framework of ESOR a ing Research (EIBIR). How was that
first in-house course on manage- ambitious project received by the
ment in radiology took place at the European research community and
beginning of December 2006 in the industry partners?
Vienna and was received with great NG: The European Institute for Bioenthusiasm by the 50 participants. medical Imaging Research (EIBIR)
A second ESOR in-house course on has grown to a successful close of
molecular imaging is also planned its first year of existence. It gains
for 2007.
momentum and enjoys continuous
The first ESR/ESCR fellowship kick- support from our constituencies
off event will be launched on the as well as the industry. EIBIR has
occasion of this ECR meeting.
launched a number of activities, one
of which, currently being set up, is
Within the AIMS project, we will EuroAIM, the European Centre for
organise joint courses with the Chi- Technology Assessment in diagnese Society of Radiology, which will nostic imaging and image-guided
be implemented after ECR 2007.
interventions, which will facilitate

myESR.org

the organisation and performance
of multicentre clinical imaging trials across Europe. Other initiatives
currently in the preliminary stages
include a chemistry platform for
the development of new probes, an
image processing network for the
development of imaging biomarkers, and a network of expert centres
involved in MRI-based cell imaging
to prepare the submission
of a grant proposal within
the EU 7th Framework Programme.

ECRT: The ESR strives to
continue the tradition of
seeking dialogue with other
disciplines, such as nuclear
medicine. What are the
recent advances in this field?
NG: It is with pride that I
can report to you that after
18 months of discussions
between an Ad Hoc Committee of the European Society of Radiology (ESR) and
the European Association of
Nuclear Medicine (EANM)
joint document has been
established, foreseeing ways
to come closer and to provide the best possible solutions and services in view
of the new approaches using
hybrid systems. The purpose
of this document is to become a joint
white paper.
ECRT: Who can become a member
of ESR?
NG: Individual membership is the
key pillar of the European Society
of Radiology. We expect that the
society will be joined by thousands
of members, not only because they

wish to strengthen radiology and to
raise the profile of radiologists, but
also because of the huge benefits
offered by ESR membership.
On the occasion of this congress, we
launch the EUR 10.- membership,
which offers free access to ESR’s
electronic tools, to the electronic
version of European Radiology as
well as the right to vote and to stand
for elections for ESR offices.

ECRT: The new ESR slogan ‘the
bigger we are – the better we can
serve you’ sounds very promising
and ambitious. How big does ESR
wish to become?
NG: We look forward to welcoming as many members as possible
and would like to see all European
radiologists become members and
strengthen our society.
ECRT: Are you optimistic about the
future?
NG: The establishment of ESR provides very clear evidence that European radiology can take challenges
and can reshape its organisation
to provide radiologists with better
opportunities and to enable them
to be ahead of their time, and that
makes me very optimistic. And
there is another essential thing that
makes me optimistic: The fact that
there is a whole board of eminent
and experienced radiologists behind
the organisation of ESR.
Of course, there are many things still
to be done. But ESR does have the
right people to embark on the future
challenges, and I am confident with
the leadership that is to come and
with our membership, because what
we did in the past three years was to
fulfil the mandate of our members.

Become a member
at the ESR booth
in the entrance hall
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continued from page 1

“BOLD [blood oxygenationdependent] MRI is an indirect way
to detect brain activation. It detects
an increase in the cerebral blood
flow in the regions which have been
activated. So we don’t see activation;
we see something related to it. With
diffusion MRI, we could have a way
to detect directly the regions that are
activated,” he said.
These potential uses of MRI will
require further technological developments to become reality. For one
thing, diffusion MRI is not available
on all MRI systems. In addition, the
acquisition of data requires considerable post-processing.

gies on all three sides of the microcirculation. In arterioles, MRI can
reveal arteriolosclerosis as well as
lipohyalinosis, which are manifestations of atherosclerosis, and amyloid angiopathy, which has different
disease underpinnings and imaging
findings. At the capillary level, she
will explain what happens when
capillary junctions do not function
properly, and on the venous side of
the circulation, she will focus on
autoimmune diseases.

“Technical
improvements
are
needed so that a radiologist or any
clinician who would like to use diffusion MRI can just press a button on
the scanner and get the results,” Le
Bihan said.
According to Prof. Anne Osborn,
there are a couple of MRI sequences
that can be done routinely today to
reveal pathologies at the level of the
blood vessel. Osborn is executive
vice president of Amirisys, Salt Lake
City, Utah, US.
“Everyone can do gradient refocused T2* scans; every manufacturer has them. The scans are just
not used as much as they should be,
and they can be very revealing by
providing a look at the microscopic
disease processes,” she said.

New Horizons Session
Friday, March 9, 16:00–17:30, Room C
NH 4 New insights into brain morphology and brain function
•

In her New Horizons lecture,
Osborn will apply the general principle of ‘look small but see big’ to
show aspects of brain imaging that
can affect what radiologists do on a
day-to-day basis.

Dr. Denis Le Bihan from Paris

She explained that radiologists
commonly use a single, ‘wastebasket’ term, such as ‘small vessel vascular disease or microangiopathy
of the brain,’ without recognising
that a wide variety of pathologies
can account for different imaging

“Is this the classic New Horizons
lecture that predicts what imaging
techniques will be used in five years?
The answer is no. But there certainly
is a new frontier for radiologists, and
in a way, it has been there all along.
It is to look at microscopic disease
processes and attempt to translate
them into why we see what we see
on imaging studies,” she said.

Sagittal and coronal projections of the white
matter tracks connecting brain regions, as
obtained with diff usion tensor MRI.
(Provided by C. Poupon et al., NeuroSpin)

appearances. Yet with a constellation of imaging findings, radiologists can distinguish problems, such
as amyloid angiopathy from arteriolosclerosis, with a high degree of
certainty.

•

•
•

Chairman’s Introduction
J.H. Gillard; Cambridge/UK
Morphological manifestations of cerebral
microvasculature disease:
Pathologic foundations and imaging correlates
A.G. Osborn; Salt Lake City, UT/US
Water diffusion: From brain structure to function
D. Le Bihan; Orsay/FR
Imaging the complexities of the human mind
S. Zeki; London/UK

At today’s session, Osborn will show
how imaging studies reveal patholo-

Champagne Late Night Shopping
A unique evening for ECR delegates
On Saturday, March 10, DON GIL, one of Vienna´s
leading venues for high-class shopping, will open its
doors in the evening especially for ECR delegates.
At two shops – one for women, one for men – right in
the heart of Vienna, the dedicated and efficient DON
GIL staff will be happy to welcome you from 6-9 pm.
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Versatility and Complexity –
the main assets of an unconventional artist
By Julia Patuzzi, ESR Office
The ECR is not only one of the most
innovative and modern meetings
in the world, but also values its traditions. One of those regards the
annual poster of the congress. The
acting president has the honour and
the privilege to choose an artist and
a painting to his liking, customarily
of the same native country as the
president himself. ECR 2007 President Professor Christian Herold
took an unusual step and opted for
the first time for a contemporary
artist, namely Hans Weigand.
Hans Weigand was born in Tyrol/
Austria in 1954 and has been part
of the Austrian as well as the international art scene since the 1970s.
Weigand’s work is distinguished by
its exceptional versatility and complexity, manifested by the use and
combination of various media, from
painting, sculpture and graphic art,
to video, film and photography,
even literature and music, and the
computer as a technical as well as
aesthetic instrument.
Weigand’s artistic strategy is based
on his method of taking trite everyday phenomena and seemingly
average ways of life, and then
manipulating and adapting their use
of form in a sometimes humorous
manner. Coming from the world
of pop, his dealing with the codes
of daily routines is at the same time
reflective and entertaining. The relevant artistic techniques play a minor

part since there is no linear development from one medium to another.
Weigand continuously crosses borders between various techniques
and media and works parallel in all
fields. Thus a structural network is
established, which incessantly produces references, opens up new
perspectives and distinguishes itself
by non-linearity, cross-over and the
interconnecting of high and low. It
thus illustrates the continuity and
transparency of parallel existing
worlds.
Weigand surfs between psychedelic,
pop-cultural, otherworldly, spherical, transcendental and fictional
universes and puts the so-called ‘real
world’ in a variable context, making
its absurdity perceptible and withdrawing supposedly fixed structures. His work contains reflections
of myths, dogmata, and ideologies,
and at the same time questions the
veracity of knowledge and information, putting the focus on their
manipulation and suggestive power
for marketing strategies.
The 2007 congress poster, a collage
of Viennese and Austrian impressions, was created exclusively for
ECR. It will culminate in a multimedia installation, which will provide deeper insight into the artist’s
world of ideas, and which will be
ceremoniously presented at ECR
2007, thus underlining ECR’s image
as one of the most visionary scientific meetings in the world.

Cotton 2001, Secession, Vienna 2001, Installation view, photograph: Margherita Spiluttini

Weigand started his process of image manipulation precisely where technology has reached perfection,
where images have achieved maximum sharpness. His technique of errors involves aberrations, blurring, or the smudging of smooth surfaces. His attempt is to transfer models of reality to the field of art,
a field that is itself, because of Photoshop, as rich in phantasms and rituals as the meetings of the UFO
community.
Weigand’s work as a graphic designer is always within the context of his self-conception as artist.
The transformation of graphic design has also been reflected in art. The progress in digital processes
initially pushed the graphic designer out of the commercial system, replacing him or her with a selftaught, graphic jack-of-all-trades who took care of the design and supervised production. At the beginning of the digital epoch that not only revolutionized the printing trade but also graphic design, a
consequential conversion of work took place. Production and creation, printing press and design studio
all melted together on the monitor. Bauhaus’ Utopia of design universalism became commonplace in
the first Apple generation. Weigand was part of this development and conceived the artist’s studio as a
synthesis of printing press and laboratory of ideas, which opens out to the outside world both socially
as well as in terms of media.
Matthias Dusini
Quote taken from: Hans Weigand, Verlag der Buchhandlung Walther König, Köln, 2005

© Gabriele Senn Galerie, Vienna (1)
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Thoracic imaging expert presents
ECR 2007 inaugural lecture
By Julia Patuzzi, ESR Office
The ECR 2007 Inaugural Lecture will
be given by one of the most esteemed
specialists in the field of thoracic
imaging, Dr. Stephen Swensen. His
highly anticipated lecture will certainly prove to be a truly appropriate
opening of this year’s meeting.
Stephen Swensen, M.D. was born in
1955 in Ames, Iowa/US. He received
his M.D. from the University of Wisconsin in Madison in 1981. When
asked why he chose the specialty of
radiology as his future field of work,
Dr. Swensen relates a kind of family tradition. “My childhood hero
and uncle was Glen Hartman, a GU
Radiologist, Department Chair at
Mayo Clinic and national leader. In
many ways I tried to emulate him,”
he states.
Dr. Swensen’s residency training was
at the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine in Rochester, MN/US, and his
Pulmonary Radiology Fellowship
was at Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School. In

addition to his scientific education,
he received a Masters of Medical
Management degree from Carnegie
Mellon University’s Heinz School of
Public Policy and Management in
2004.
From 1986 to 1987 Dr. Swensen
served as instructor of radiology at
the Harvard Medical School in Boston, Massachusetts, before he moved
to the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, where he is still working today.
From 1989 to 1994 he was assistant professor of radiology. He then
became associate professor of radiology, and finally in 1998 professor
and chair of the department of radiology, a position he held until 2006
when he became the Mayo Clinic
Director for Quality and Safety. He
is a member of the Mayo Clinic
Management Oversight Group and
the Mayo Medical Ventures Executive Board. He has headed up three
National Institutes of Health grants,
worth more than $10 million, that
have led to advancements in the early
detection, understanding and treatment of cancers and lung disease.

Dr. Swensen has published more
than 110 peer-reviewed articles, ten
book chapters, and six books, most
notably ‘Thoracic Radiology: A
Teaching File.’ and of course ‘HighResolution CT of the Chest: Comprehensive Atlas.’ He has been on
the editorial boards of Mayo Clinic
Proceedings, Academic Radiology,
and RSNA News, and has been a
reviewer for Chest, American Journal of Roentgenology, Journal of
Bronchology, Journal of Thoracic
Imaging, and Radiology.
He is a fellow of the American College of Chest Physicians and of the
American College of Radiology, past
president of the American Society
of Clinic Radiologists and the Society of Thoracic Radiology, and the
current president of the Fleischner
Society.
With his numerous duties and
commitments, one wonders how
Dr. Swensen manages his time, but
apparently he is – as one would certainly expect – a master in organisation. “I balance my professional time

F R I D AY, M A R C H 9 , 2 0 0 7

between Quality work for Mayo
Clinic, some NIH Grants supporting CT Screening for lung cancer
and Chest CT clinical work. I make
time daily to keep fit. This year I will
ski my 18th World Loppet Crosscountry ski marathon, the Birkiebeiner. I have a lovely wife of now 30
years and a delightful eight year old
daughter and ten year old son.” Dr.
Swensen has always kept close family ties and, in addition to his wife
and children, names his parents the
centrepiece of his inspiration. Even
when he chose the title for his Inaugural Lecture, he thought about his
forefathers. “My family has a rich
ancestry from throughout Europe.
I respect the wisdom of those who
went before us and welcome the
opportunity to learn from them.”
This attitude is well reflected in the
title for his lecture, ‘Lessons from
our European Motherlands: What
we forgot on the boat trip across the
Atlantic’.

Dr. Stephen Swensen

Friday, March 9, 17:45
Room A

In recognition of his outstanding
accomplishments as teacher and
researcher, in particular in the field
of thoracic imaging, Dr. Swensen is
invited as Inaugural Lecturer of the
European Congress of Radiology
and the European Association of
Radiology.

Inaugural Lecture
‘Lessons from our European
Motherlands: What we forgot on
the boat trip across the Atlantic’
Stephen Swensen,
Rochester, MN/US

ECR 2007 Opening Concert –
a musical highlight to start off the congress
ECR 2007 President Prof. Dr. Christian J. Herold wanted something
novel for the first congress headed
by an Austrian president, and thus
opted for a new approach. Firstly,
he decided against the performance of an orchestra, inviting two
solo artists, and secondly, he chose
a programme where classical and
modern music would be mixed in a
perfect way. To keep you no longer
in suspense – the ECR 2007 Opening Concert stars will be Joe Zawinul
and Paul Gulda.

The inimitable style of pianist Paul Gulda
is sure to enchant the audience at the ECR
2007 Opening Concert.

Gulda © Schleissing, Zawinul © Michael Hoch

By Julia Patuzzi, ESR Office
ECR 2007 will be inaugurated as
every year with a musical welcome,
the popular Opening Concert.
This year will provide a first for the
anticipated conclusion of the opening ceremony. Traditionally, the
ECR President has the honour of
choosing the performers and the
programme, usually incorporating a
musical salute to his home country.
In past years, it was always classical
composers and interpreters that set
the mood of this event.

Joe Zawinul is considered one of
the most important Europeans in
the history of Jazz. Born in 1932 in
Vienna, he left for the United States
in the late 1950s, where he went on
to work with music legends, such
as ‘the Queen of the Blues’ Dinah
Washington and Miles Davis, before
he founded his own group Weather
Report together with famous sax
player Wayne Shorter in 1971. For
sixteen years, they were the number
one jazz group in the world, producing amongst others the famous
album ‘Heavy Weather’, one of the
most successful jazz albums ever.
Since 1985 Zawinul has been playing with his group The Zawinul Syndicate. Amongst his most acclaimed
and influential compositions are
‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy’, ‘Country
Preacher’, and of course ‘Birdland’.
Joe Zawinul has received numerous
awards, including the Charlie Parker
Award, the Miles Davis Award, and
the Grammy.

Joe Zawinul and The Zawinul Syndicate will captivate everybody with their jazzy rhythms.

Paul Gulda, born in 1961 in Vienna,
is not only the heir of a famous name
– being the son of the great composer and pianist Friedrich Gulda –
but of course is also an excellent and
celebrated artist in his own right.
He studied the flute, clarinet and
piano before deciding on a career as
pianist. Since his early youth he has
worked as a soloist, as well as with
small ensembles and big orchestras,
such as the Wiener Symphoniker,
RSO Vienna, Gewandhausorchester
Leipzig, Academy of St. Martin in
the Fields, Staatsorchester Hamburg
and many more.

The ECR Opening Concert will see
one of the rare and highly soughtafter collaborations of these two
marvellous musicians. Together
they will perform Johannes Brahms’
‘Variations on a theme by Joseph
Haydn’. Afterwards Joe Zawinul &
The Zawinul Syndicate will ignite
one of their legendary musical fireworks and make sure they bring
down the house with all that jazz …

Friday, March 9, 17:45
Room A
Opening Concert
Paul Gulda & Joe Zawinul (piano)
Johannes Brahms ‘Variations on a
theme by Joseph Haydn, op. 56b’
Joe Zawinul and
The Zawinul Syndicate
Special guest: Sabine Kabongo
An evening of Jazz
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The clinical path
is clear.
We’re always imagining new ways to
advance the clinical capabilities of CT.
And with our easy upgrades, the CT you have
now can continue solving new challenges in the future.
When it comes to CT, it’s easy to get caught up in the slices.
The speed. The resolution. All important,but that’s not what drives
our innovation. We make progress by helping you solve patient
challenges, allowing you to use CT to its full potential. Imagine
the possibilities. The new LightSpeed® VCT XT is our latest example.
It helps eliminate the trade-off between dose and image quality.
It decreases dose up to 70% while delivering uncompromised image
quality, it expands 40 mm coverage to 80 mm coverage in one neuro
CT perfusion and angiographic exam with a single contrast injection.
It ’s just one way we’re clearing the way for the future of CT. CT Re-imagined.
To see Radiology Re-imagined, come visit us at Booth 202/Expo B,
or visit www.gehealthcare.com/re-imagine

GE imagination at work
© 2007 General Electric Company GE Medical Systems, a General Electric company, doing business as GE Healthcare.
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Daily news from Europe’s leading imaging congress

Vendors strive to tackle data-rich,
low dose CT conundrum
By John Bonner
The challenge of patient safety in an
era of data-hungry investigations is
driving research into CT, as visitors
to the ECR 2007 technical exhibition will discover when it opens its
doors at 14:00 this afternoon.
Industry experts are predicting
significant growth in the global
market for CT services, as radiologists develop new applications for
the modality beyond its established
areas of oncology, cardiology, and
trauma. But for CT to achieve its
clinical potential, vendors must
address some tricky issues. In particular, they must find better ways
to process the enormous volumes of
data generated by 64-slice systems,
and tackle the much older problem
of reducing patients’ exposure to
radiation.
GE Healthcare is actively promoting CT for the diagnosis of cardiac
patients. CT is only used in about
1% of cardiac examinations, despite
its substantial clinical value, according to Pascale Witz, general manager
for GE Healthcare’s Europe, Middle
East and Africa CT business.
On its stand at ECR, the company
will be showcasing its new LightSpeed VCT XT system. This technology promises to reduce a patient’s
radiation exposure by up to 70%

Inside Today

while still maintaining outstanding
cardiac image quality.

be so concerned about the patient’s
lifetime dose,” she said.

ferentiate between hard plaques and
contrast agents.

EPOS™ again plays key role
p. 10

In standard cardiac CT exams, the
x-ray source is open for the duration
of the scan, even when the patient’s
heart is at an inappropriate phase of
its cycle. The new scanning system
incorporates a process known as
prospective triggered gating. SnapShot Pulse technology automatically responds to the patient’s heart
rate, ensuring that the x-ray beam is
only on during the critical phase of
the heartbeat. The LightSpeed platform enables radiologists to capture
images of the heart and coronary
arteries in as few as five heartbeats.

Siemens Medical Solutions will be
demonstrating a different technological fix for the radiation problem.
The company’s Somatom Definition system uses two separate x-ray
sources and two detectors at the
same time. This doubles temporal
resolution and speed while lowering
patient dose.

Radiation-reduction solutions will
also be demonstrated at the Philips
Medical Systems stand. The company will be outlining the potential
for rapid, lower dose cardiac imaging with a 64-channel configuration
of its Brilliance CT. A new cardiac
CT mode is just one of several new
applications to be showcased. This
technology can image the coronary
arteries in just four beats. Patient
dose is reduced by the use of DoseWise technology, which adjusts
scanning parameters for each
patient and/or examination automatically. Dose efficiency is consequently optimised without compromising image quality.

Imaging in dementia
p. 11

Depending on the size of the
patient and the particular pathology involved, patients are likely to
receive an average radiation dose of
5 mSv (range 1 to 6 mSv). This can
be compared to the recommended
8.5 mSv threshold for chest x-ray
examinations, and the typical 15 to
25 mSv dose for a standard CT scan,
Witz said.
“This new technology offers a completely new paradigm in cardiovascular disease diagnosis. It gives
doctors who are worried about radiation the freedom to decide on the
best choice of technology for each
patient. It will also change the way
they make their decisions on future
examinations, as they will no longer

Clinical head and neck image obtained on the Somatom Defi nition. Real-time, spiral dual
energy volume rendering technique is applied to show precise cerebral vasculature status.
(Provided by Siemens Medical Solutions)

Toshiba Medical Systems is launching its new 16-slice CT scanner, Activion, at ECR 2007.

Previous attempts to develop
dual energy CT involved acquiring two scans in sequence. This
design struggled to align anatomical images seamlessly. Siemens says
it has overcome these problems by
using simultaneous scans at different tube voltages. The result is a sensitive tool for cardiac imaging and a
versatile method for other clinical
applications.
Siemens believes that at 83 msec, its
technology offers the highest true
temporal resolution, independent
of heart rate. It can consequently
be used to image the most clinically
challenging cardiac patients without
prior dosing with beta blockers. This
should enable reliable acquisition of
clear cardiac CT images, avoiding
issues inherent in multi-segment
reconstruction.
Somatom Definition systems have
now been installed in around 150

Philips will also be demonstrating
systems that simplify workflow and
help improve the care of heart disease patients. For example, technology linking its cardiac diagnostic CT
with Allura Xper flat detector cardiac
catheter and electrophysiology suites
is expected to help facilitate planning
of interventional procedures.
The current focus of Toshiba Medical Systems in CT is on simple operating procedures to make life easier
for radiology department staff, and
to speed patient throughput. Its
new Activion 16 multidetector CT
system will be launched worldwide

Clinical cardiac image obtained on the Somatom Defi nition, at a
heart rate of 130 beats per minute, shows how the dual source CT
scanner can visualise even the smallest coronary arteries without
motion artifacts even at elevated heart rates.
(Image courtesy of University of California, Los Angeles)

sites worldwide, and have been used
to examine 15,000 cardiac patients
without pre-treatment. The system’s clinical potential was further
boosted at the end of 2006 with
the announcement of 510(k) clearance from the US Food and Drug
Administration for six dual energy
applications. This paves the way for
the technology’s routine use, the
company stated. Data generated
from a dual source scan could allow
direct subtraction of bone in complicated anatomical regions, provide
virtual unenhanced liver images
without multiple scans, reveal lung
perfusion defects, visualise cartilage,
tendons and ligaments, and help dif-

EIBIR gains momentum
p.12
Management of change
p. 13
List of exhibitors
p. 14

tor to focus on the examination and
the patient, rather than on the system. Ideal when procedures are not
often done. Even experienced staff
will find Activion 16 the user-friendliest system,” the company explains.
As with other Toshiba multidetector
CT systems, the new scanner incorporates the 0.5 mm Quantum detector, with 350-micron isotropic spatial
resolution, and low-contrast resolution of 2 mm at 0.3 %. This should
ensure outstanding image quality in
every examination at the lowest xray dose, according to Toshiba.
A novel development with the system is the introduction of SURE
Subtraction technology for eliminating bone material. This algorithm ensures high-quality subtraction of scanned series, and gets

A six second scan performed on the 64-slice Brilliance CT from
Philips Medical Systems demonstrates the detail of this gastroduodenal artery pseudoaneurysm.

at ECR, offering fast advanced data
acquisitions in just three steps.
“The user is guided through each
step of scan planning, even further
simplifying the process. The system’s
design maximises both operator and
patient comfort, allowing the opera-

the best out of a contrast injection
because bone or metal can already
be removed during the scan procedure. This option enables users
to distinguish calcifications from
contrast medium more effectively,
dramatically increasing the examination’s diagnostic value.

Technical Exhibition
Opening hours:
Today:
Saturday – Monday:

14:00–18:00
10:00–18:00
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EPOSTM again plays a key role at this year’s ECR meeting
By Monika Hierath, ESR Office
Four years ago ECR took a bold step
and introduced an all-electronic
scientific exhibition using EPOS™,
the Electronic Presentation Online
System, thus setting new standards
in the medical meeting industry.
At ECR 2007, the EPOS exhibition
has been moved to the lower level of
the congress centre, where delegates
will have ample space to browse the
electronic scientific exhibition. 170
computer workstations are again
available, where 827 electronic
exhibits are on display. The posters
are made up of 444 scientific exhibits and 383 educational exhibits. In
addition, 92 paper presenters and
11 invited speakers have voluntarily submitted EPOS exhibits of their
oral talks. The most prominent topics this year were abdominal viscera
and neuro, closely followed by musculoskeletal and genitourinary.
ECR Today has spoken to Prof.
Malgorzata Szczerbo-Trojanowska,
Chairman of the ECR 2007 Scientific Exhibition Committee, about
the tasks of her committee as well as
the various aspects of the electronic
scientific exhibition at ECR.

ECR Today: What are the key tasks
of the Chairman of the Scientific
Exhibition Committee?
Prof. Malgorzata Szczerbo-Trojanowska: Well, our main task is to
compose a scientific exhibition that
conveys the most important up-todate trends in the world of radiology. It is also important to keep the
right balance between the various

subspecialties of radiology, taking
into account recent advances and
achievements in the various subdisciplines. It is however not the
chairman’s task to select and evaluate the posters. This is done by the
subspecialty committees, but the
chairman decides on the final shape
of the scientific exhibition.
The Scientific Exhibition Committee Chairman is supported by two
committee members, one of which
is a senior member with a lot of
experience, and one member working for the first time for ECR, but
with a high scientific standing.

ECRT: In your opinion, what are the
advantages of the electronic poster
system compared to the traditional
paper format?
MST: EPOS was introduced by
ECR four years ago and its numerous advantages were well accepted
by the participants. One of the key
advantages in my opinion is that it
is no longer necessary to print your
poster and carry it to Vienna. And
the quality of the posters improved
significantly due to the possibility to
include videos and sound. Another
key benefit is that it is now much
easier for the participants to search
for posters of interest by typing in
keywords or author names, instead
of running around in endless corridors.
A unique concept behind EPOS
is also the possibility to send your
posters home in pdf format, which
allows you to save time for networking with your colleagues or other
important congress activities. Over

New EPOS opening hours!
Friday:
Saturday – Monday:

14:00–19:00
07:00–19:00

Location: EXPO D / lower level

Free Publications at
ECR 2007
Pick up your free copies of radiology journals and magazines ...
Get free access to online radiology journals ...
ECR is proud to present its delegates with a new feature at this year’s meeting. We are happy to have established a new form of cooperation with our
partners in the publishing business, resulting in a new service for our visitors
– the FREE PUBLICATIONS booth on the 1st level.

10,000 posters are sent home by
email during every ECR meeting.
Apart from that, the EPOS system
is also a great help for the reviewers and the jury that is responsible
for rating the posters, since it allows
them much more time to perform
that delicate task.

ECRT: Is it difficult to review and
determine the best scientific posters that will be nominated for an
award?
MST: Yes, this is indeed a very difficult task. All posters have already
been selected by experienced
reviewers. The high rejection rate
of over 60% ensures that the quality of all posters is per se very high.
The reviewers and jury members
need to be able to neutrally assess
the quality of the posters and have
to be unbiased by their own fields of
specialty.
ECRT: What is your advice to firsttime submitters to EPOS in order to
help them create an attractive electronic poster?
MST: Everybody who is willing to
present their achievements should
remember that it is important to
clearly define the message and to
carefully think about a proper title.
It is also important to have a well
documented and illustrated core
message. However, especially young
submitters tend to overuse videos
and other animations. I think, as

K O D A K

with everything in life – less can
be more, and this also applies to an
attractive EPOS presentation. Apart
from an excellent scientific and/or
educational content, the general
layout and colours used should be
pleasant to look at.

MST: There are hardly any things
that come to my mind spontaneously. ECR pays a lot of attention to
the feedback received by delegates
and users and has over the years
constantly upgraded the features of
EPOS.

ECRT: Since most of the scientific
posters remain online, even after the
congress, can EPOS be considered
a valuable e-learning tool for the
younger generation?
MST: It is a great achievement that
most of the EPOS presentations are
permanently accessible on the ESR
website and the number of online
posters is growing with each congress. It was also a very commendable step to offer subspecialty societies
the possibility to use EPOS for their
meetings. This ensures that the database is growing even further.

One of the few points of criticism remains the lacking exchange
between authors and participants.
However, delegates should make use
of the possibility to send comments
and inquiries to the authors of the
electronic posters.

In my opinion it is not only a valuable e-learning tool for the young,
but has also the character of an
online library with a wide collection of excellent scientific exhibits.
The online database also includes
a number of invited lectures presented during ECR meetings.

ECRT: As with everything, there
is always room for improvement,
certainly also for the EPOS system
– what would be your suggestions in
order to make the system even more
attractive for visitors?

S A T E L L I T E

Prof. Malgorzata Szczerbo-Trojanowska

S Y M P O S I U M

One

Leader
Four

Speakers
One

Discussion

33 publishers joined this new initiative and present more than 40 print media
and almost 30 online journals.
Free bags will be provided, so pick up as many magazines as you can carry.

Kodak is a trade mark of Eastman Kodak Company. © Eastman Kodak Company, 2007
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For this year we have heeded the
requests put forward by some delegates for more PCs. We increased
the number of workstations from
150 to a total of 170.
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Dementia drugs give impetus to early and accurate diagnosis
By Paula Gould
Dementia affects between 1% and
6% of people over the age of 65, and
10% to 20% of over 80-year-olds.
So as more and more individuals
survive into old age, the absolute
number of dementia sufferers looks
likely to soar in the years ahead.
The pharmaceutical industry has
been quick to spot this expanding
market, and treatments promising
to slow the effects of dementia are
becoming available. But given the
symptomatic similarity of many
disorders affecting brain function, it

“Before, when we didn’t have any
treatments that could potentially
help these patients, it was just a case
of making the correct diagnosis. But
now, both clinically and in research,
there is an increasing interest in an
early diagnosis,” said Prof. ElnaMarie Larsson, director of neuroradiology at Aalborg Hospital, Denmark.
The majority of patients presenting
with cognitive decline will generally
undergo a head CT examination.
This excludes treatable conditions,
such as brain tumour or hydrocephalus, from the list of possible diag-

Possible options include PET and
perfusion MRI. Few dementia
patients will receive one of these
examinations unless they are
enrolled in a research study. She
predicts, however, that perfusion
studies will become more widespread clinically in future.
Jäger envisages greater use of quantitative parameters – in both structural and functional imaging – for
dementia diagnoses in the coming
years. Quantitative data can take
the subjectivity out of diagnosis
and treatment monitoring, he said.
Greater reliance on measurement as
opposed to observation alone will
also help radiologists identify subtle
volume changes and altered physiological parameters. This should lead
to earlier, more accurate diagnoses
of neurodegenerative diseases.
“With dementia it is a race against
time to make the right diagnosis, so that the patient can receive
drug therapy. This is why it is really
important to detect subtle changes
before they become obvious with
the naked eye,” he said.

Prof. Elna-Marie Larsson is moderator of
this morning’s Special Focus session
‘Imaging in dementia: an emerging role
for the radiologist?’

is not easy to decide who should be
receiving which drug. This is where
radiologists are going to play an
increasingly important role, according to speakers at this morning’s
special focus session.

noses. MRI can rule out structural
lesions too, though the relatively low
number of systems has restricted its
use in this area to date. But highresolution MRI can also aid identification of the neurodegenerative
pathology by revealing characteristic patterns of brain atrophy. Physicians seeking a more ‘all-inclusive’
initial dementia assessment may
consequently start choosing MRI
over CT.

“Before administering an expensive treatment, you want to identify
those patients who will benefit, and
those patients for whom the treatment simply won’t work,” said Dr.
Hans Rolf Jäger, consultant neuroradiologist at the National Hospital
for Neurology and Neurosurgery,
London. “You certainly don’t want to
give a drug for Alzheimer’s disease to
a patient with another disorder.”
Radiologists have always played an
important part in differentiating
between dementing disorders. This
is not going to change. They are
now being asked to make that call
as quickly as possible. The sooner
patients are given neuroprotecting drugs, the more effective those
treatments might be.

A nuclear imaging examination may
then be performed to add physiological information and further
differentiate between dementias.
SPECT remains a common choice,
though it is not wholly satisfactory,
given its relatively low resolution.
“What we would like to do is find
something that could replace
SPECT to look at the cerebral blood
flow, because this information is
valuable,” Larsson said.

Special Focus Session
Friday, March 9, 08:30–10:00, Room K
SF 1c Imaging in dementia: An emerging role for the radiologist?
•
•
•
•

Chairman’s Introduction
E.-M.B. Larsson; Aalberg/DK
The role of imaging for early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease
B. Gómez-Ansón; Barcelona/ES
Differentiation between dementia disorders: Imaging support
F. Barkhof; Amsterdam/NL
Quantitative imaging in dementia
H.R. Jäger; London/UK

Most modern MR units found in
general radiology departments
should be suitable for acquiring
volumetric images. Jäger recommends that these images are post-

Non-specialist radiologists with
access to a top-end MR machine
should similarly be able to carry
out basic diffusion imaging, though
again post-processing and quantitative analysis should be left to
experts, he said. More complex
quantitative imaging methods, such
as diffusion tensor imaging, magnetisation transfer imaging, and
perfusion MRI, are best carried out
in neurological and neuroradiological centres.

“I have diagnosed CJD several times
in my own clinical practice on diffusion-weighted images when it was
not possible to diagnose the patient’s
cause of dementia on a normal MRI
scan,” Jäger said.
He is currently investigating whether
quantitative imaging techniques can
additionally be used to monitor the
response of CJD patients to novel
drug treatments.

Changes to the apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) in the hippocampi and parietal white matter can
be used to evaluate disease progression in Alzheimer’s patients. Hippocampal ADC may also indicate
the likelihood of patients with mild
cognitive impairment developing
Alzheimer’s disease. Diffusionweighted imaging is also particularly sensitive to early changes in
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD).

ECR 2007 "Meet the Expert"
organised by GE Healthcare

Diff usion-weighted trace image of a patient
with sporadic CJD shows hyperintense
signal change in several cortical regions.
Th is was not detectable on standard MRI.
(Provided by Dr. H.R. Jäger)
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"Meet the Expert"
in Musculoskeletal Ultrasound

PROGRAM:

Quantitative methods can help radiologists
win the ‘race against time’ to diagnose
dementia accurately, according to Dr. Hans
Rolf Jäger.

processed by practitioners with specialist knowledge. Researchers have
already shown how the progression
of Alzheimer’s disease, fronto-temporal dementia, and Huntingdon’s
disease can be tracked from monitoring the rate of brain atrophy.
These analyses require precise registration of past and current 3D MRI
brain examinations.

1
2
3
4
5

Saturday March 10th – 14h15-15h00:
SHOULDER (Prof. S. BIANCHI)
Sunday March 11th – 9h15-10h00:
ELBOW (Prof. C. MARTINOLI)
Sunday March 11th – 14h15-15h00:
WRIST & HAND (Prof. S. BIANCHI)
Monday March 12th – 9h15-10h00:
HIP & KNEE (Prof. C. MARTINOLI)
Monday March 12th – 11h15-12h00:
ANKLE & FOOT (Prof. S. BIANCHI)

Join the sessions for a "quick & intensive review"
on Musculoskeletal Ultrasound, with expert teachers
leading you through theory and live scanning.
We will be happy to welcome you.
Max 6 attendees for each session - Required Registration at the Booth

myESR.org
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The European Institute for Biomedical Imaging
Research (EIBIR) gains momentum
By Gabriel P. Krestin, Rotterdam
A dream has become reality. For
three years, we have dreamed, brainstormed, planned and – especially
– followed a lot of discussions and
presentations. Finally, the European
Institute for Biomedical Imaging
Research was established as a nonprofit, limited-liability company
in January 2006, with its office in
Vienna. The visionary idea of ESR
President Nicholas Gourtsoyiannis
received and continues to receive
support from all constituent bodies
and members of ESR, the national
radiological societies and subspecialty societies in Europe as members of the EAR, and the individual
membership of ECR represented
by its leadership. ESR provided the
necessary funding and structure for
the establishment of EIBIR Limited
and is currently its sole shareholder.
As the recently elected chair of the
EAR Research Committee, I am
extremely grateful for the massive
and continuing support that our
idea has received from the constituencies of our association. None of
this would have been possible without the input and advice of all the
committee members, and a special
note of thanks goes to the Board of

the Research Committee for their
involvement. The nomination of
Mr. Peter Baierl as Executive Director of EIBIR guarantees high quality, professionalism and continuity
in all organisational, administrative
and financial activities of the Institute. A legal framework has been
created which will allow additional
European organisations committed
to the support of biomedical imaging research in Europe to become
involved in EIBIR. To this end, proposals were recently sent to the European Society of Magnetic Resonance
in Medicine and Biology, the European Association of Nuclear Medicine, the European Federation of
Organisations of Medical Physicists,
and the Coordination Committee
of the Electromedical Industry. We
hope that these organisations will
join ESR’s effort to create an active,
multidisciplinary service organisation facilitating biomedical imaging
research in Europe. In the future, we
hope to enter into partnerships with
the European Society of Molecular
Imaging, the European Association
of Medical Bioengineering Societies, and many more.
I am especially appreciative of our
industrial partners. Companies
involved in medical imaging busi-

myESR.org

ness welcomed our initiative and
provided valuable input into the
creation of the EIBIR Industrial
Panel. Most of our industrial panel
members have expressed their commitment towards and support of
EIBIR as an organisation that intensifies cooperation and effectiveness
in research.
The EIBIR initiative has received
financial support from the European Commission. A grant proposal describing the benefits of a
European Institute for Biomedical
Imaging Research was submitted to
the Commission in November 2005
and accepted and endorsed in June
2006. Coordinated by the Vienna
office of EIBIR, research institutions
in 13 different European countries
joined forces for the preparation of
this grant proposal. These institutions represent the condensation
points around which regional transnational activities will be coordinated in the future. Representatives of the 13 institutions presently
constitute the Scientific Advisory
Board of EIBIR. Among them is
Professor Jürgen Hennig, an eminent scientist and supporter of collaboration between radiologists and
other disciplines involved in imaging research. Prof. Hennig has been

appointed as EIBIR’s first Scientific
Director.
Although the first year of any new
entity is primarily concerned with
establishing itself, EIBIR has nevertheless initiated some of its activities. With the help of Professor
Myriam Hunink as coordinator, a
project called EuroAIM is being set
up. EuroAIM will be the European
centre for technology assessment
in diagnostic imaging and imageguided interventions and will facilitate the organisation and performance of multicentre clinical imaging
trials across Europe. Other initiatives currently in the preliminary
stages include a chemistry platform
for the development of new probes,
soon to be formalised, and an image
processing network for the development of imaging biomarkers. Last
but not least, a network of expert
centres involved in MRI-based cell
imaging is being established and will
prepare the submission of a grant
proposal within the EU Framework
Programme 7.
Our extensive lobbying and informational activities have led to
recognition of the importance of
biomedical imaging in technological development, innovation and

Gabriel P. Krestin, Chairman of the ESR/
EAR Research Committee

research. We expect that within
the 7th Framework Programme of
the European Commission, as well
as within other policy statements,
imaging will receive a much larger
acceptance than in past years.
The launching of the EIBIR website
creates a basis for the continued
spread of our message to the scientific community in Europe. Our
members – indeed, the entire community – will receive updated information on activities, strategies and
ideas on these pages. So please visit
www.eibir.org regularly.
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Business practices can help radiologists
manage change more effectively
By Karen Sandrick
Regardless of differences in payment systems, budgeting, and
organisation, radiology departments worldwide are struggling to
meet expectations. Not only must
they provide high quality and timely
imaging services, but they also have
to develop greater sophistication
in business planning, operational
analysis, work process reengineering, and employee training.

throughout the world to stay abreast
of the technological implementation
curve,” he said.
New imaging technologies offer
incredible advantages in terms
of diagnostic detail, but they also
present management challenges
because they require radiologists and
technologists to develop new skills
and work processes and incorporate
them into the daily workflow. The
focus of Thrall’s presentation, called
‘Survival in a hurricane’, is to take the

been widely applied outside of
healthcare to reduce the number of
key performance metrics reviewed
at the senior management level of
an organisation. There are dozens,
if not hundreds, of metrics that may
be used to assess business performance, he noted.
“The balanced scorecard, among
other things, allows senior managers to aggregate the metrics that
link closely with one another and
organise them typically into maybe

four categorical areas of high-level
performance indicators that can be
managed,” Thrall said.
In addition, he will discuss work
processes and flow charting to
determine the most efficient way of
introducing a new device into the
workflow of the radiology department, to avoid what he described
as ‘the bale mentality’. He recalled
a time when he was explaining to
a Harvard Business School intern
about the importance of doing flow

charting to develop a fundamental
understanding of work processes.
“I explained that most institutions
are just too busy and therefore make
ad hoc decisions about how things
should go. Rather than finding the
leak in their boats, therefore, they
spend their time baling water out
of the boat. The intern said, ‘So new
employee orientation is showing
them how to hold the bucket while
they bale.’ And that is exactly right,”
Thrall said.

ESR session: Challenges
for European Radiology
Friday, March 9, 16:00–17:30, Room K
ER 426 Management of change
•
•
•
•
Prof. Georg Bongartz from Basle

At the Basle University Hospital, managers encourage all staff to give their views on how the
radiology department can be run better. (Provided by Prof. G. Bongartz)

The healthcare industry must
address the needs of individual
patients, as well as an entire community of stakeholders, according
to Prof. Georg Bongartz, University
Hospital, Basle, Switzerland. As a
result, radiologists are more than
skilled readers and interpreters of
imaging studies; they are business
managers who must pay attention
to technical issues, such as data
handling and processing, infrastructure maintenance and strategic planning, and interpersonal
relationships with colleagues and
co-workers.

best of proven business management
practices from outside of the healthcare world and show how they may
be adapted to help manage the rapid
change in radiology.

Bongartz is moderating Friday’s
European Society of Radiology session on the management of change,
which is sponsored by the European
Working Group on Management in
Radiology (EWGMR) and its Management in Radiology (MIR) educational efforts.
A driving force underlying the focus
on developing management skills is
the onslaught of imaging technology. The product development cycle
for major equipment was 2 ½ to 3
years or more, and today it can take
as little as 18 months to go from
one generation of imaging equipment to another, explained Prof.
James Thrall, chair of the radiology
department at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.
“We hardly installed our four-slice
CT scanners before we learned
about the availability of eight-slice
machines, and then rapidly after
that 16-slice scanners were becoming available. This is unprecedented
in the history of radiology, and it
is fueling the need for radiologists

•

Chairman’s Introduction
G.M. Bongartz; Basle/CH
Motion creates stability: Why change is a challenge
G. Pohl; Münster/DE
Survival in a hurricane
J.H. Thrall; Boston, MA/US
In bed with the enemy: Turf battles or win-win situations
M. Claudon; Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy/FR
Panel discussion

One example is how to manage
capital equipment by creating an
inventory of the current installed
base and applying simple analytical methods to project the capital
investments that will be needed to
keep the radiology department running in the future. Thrall acknowledged that radiology departments
rarely have unilateral decision-making authority to make major capital
purchases. However, radiologists
still must engage in an educational
process to give hospital leaders
information that will help them
plan to maintain present levels of
technology and allow for increases
in imaging capabilities.
If a radiology department has a $50
million installed base of equipment,
and the useful life of that equipment
is seven years, then the hospital
would need $7 million a year just
to protect the value of the installed
base in today’s replacement dollars.
“That’s the kind of analysis you
would do and put in front of your
hospital executives so they know
that every year they will have a $7
million bogey plus whatever else is
needed for construction and installation of new equipment. You build
up a strategic capital plan through
these kinds of components,” he said.
Thrall will spend some time talking
about the balanced scorecard, which
came out of the Harvard Business
School about 10 years ago and has

Hitachi Medical Systems:

Visit us at booth n° 519 /
Expo E and get inspired!

www.hitachi-medical-systems.com

myESR.org
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List of exhibitors
Company

Booth Location

3Mensio Medical Imaging, NL
11
3W-Informed, NL
542
Adani, BY
323
Agfa HealthCare, BE
214
Albatross Projects, DE
120
Alliance Medical, UK
4
Aloka Holding Europe, CH
333
Aloka Holding Europe, CH
336
American College of Radiology, US
545
American Medical Sales, US
41
American Roentgen Ray Society, US
552
Anzai Medical, JP
506
Apelem, FR
341
Arcoma, SE
106
Array Corporation Europe, NL
15
ATS, IT
404
aycan Digitalsysteme, DE
24
Az Corporation, RU
114
Barco, BE
201
Bayer Schering Pharma, DE
317
Bayer Schering Pharma, DE
318
Beijing Choice Electronic Technology, CN 530
Beijing Wandong Medical Equipment, CN 514
Biodex Medical Systems, US
1
Biospace med, FR
304a
Blue X Imaging, IT
108
BMI Biomedical International SRL, IT
523
BoneSupport, SE
30
Bracco, CH
101
BrainLAB, DE
321
CAD Sciences, US
110
Campden Publishing, UK
537
Canon Europa, NL
104
Celon medical instruments, DE
13
Cerner Deutschland, DE
310
Chison Medical Imaging, CN
532
Civco Medical Solutions, US
503
Codonics, US
520
Confirma Europe, DE
19
ContextVision, SE
527
Control-X Medical, HU
320
CPI International, CH
326
D.A.T.A. Corporation - Automed, AT
21
Dastor, IT
36
DatCard Systems, US
29
Del Medical Imaging, US
315
Diagnostic Imaging Europe, US
547
DigiMed-mcs / Esinomed , DE
127
DIRA, RU
526
DMS Apelem, FR
341
Dr. Goos-Suprema, DE
5
Dr. Sennewald Medizintechnik, DE
12
DRTech Corporation, KR
524
Dunlee Medical Components, DE
324
Dynamic Imaging, US
22
Ebit AET, IT
123
Echonet, the Ultrasound Network, GR
550
Edge Medical Devices, IL
33
Eizo Nanao , JP
521
Ella Legros, FR
113
Elsevier, NL
536
EMC , US
508
EMD Technologies, CA
38
Esaote, IT
518
Etiam, FR
112
ETS-Lindgren, UK
25
European Hospital, DE
539
European Hospital, DE
551
EZEM, US
332
Fluke Biomedical, US
346
Fogale nanotech, FR
511
Fujifilm Europe , DE
103
Gammex-RMI , DE
307
GE Healthcare, UK
202
GE Healthcare, UK
209
GE Healthcare, UK
213
General Medical Merate, IT
312
Georg Thieme Verlag, DE
548
Gilardoni, IT
204
GIT Verlag , DE
546
Gruppo Soluzioni Tecnologiche , IT
502
Guerbet, FR
331
Healthcare IT Management, BE
554
Healthcare IT Management, BE
555
Hitachi Medical Systems Europe , CH
519
Hologic, US
311
Hoorn Holland, NL
126
Hospital, BE
554
Hospital , BE
555
I.A.E., IT
402
iCAD, US
117
iCRco, US
128
im3D , IT
107
Image Diagnost International , DE
28
Imaging Diagnostic Systems, US
115
Imaging Management, BE
554
Imaging Management, BE
555
Imedco, CH
217
IMIX ADR, FI
2
Innomed Medical, HU
216
Instrumentarium Dental, FI
303
Intelligence in Medical Technologies, FR 510
Intermedical Italia, IT
306
International Hospital Equipment & Solutions, BE
538
Invivo, US
124
Italray, IT
334
J B Damgaard, DK
43
Kiran Medical Systems, IN
118
Kodak [Eastman Kodak Company], UK
203
Konica Minolta Medical & Graphic Imaging, DE
207
Kyphon, BE
509
Leidel & Kracht Schaumstoff-Technik, DE 507

Ext. Expo A
Expo E
Expo C
Expo B
Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Expo C
Expo C
Expo E
Ext. Expo A
Expo E
Expo E
Expo C
Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Expo Foyer D
Ext. Expo A
Expo A
Expo B
Expo C
Expo C
Expo E
Expo E
Ext. Expo A
Expo C
Expo A
Expo E
Ext. Expo A
Expo A
Expo C
Expo A
Expo E
Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Expo C
Expo E
Expo E
Expo E
Ext. Expo A
Expo E
Expo C
Expo C
Ext. Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Expo C
Expo E
Expo A
Expo E
Expo C
Ext. Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Expo E
Expo C
Ext. Expo A
Expo A
Expo E
Ext. Expo A
Expo E
Expo A
Expo E
Expo E
Ext. Expo A
Expo E
Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Expo E
Expo E
Expo C
Expo C
Expo E
Expo A
Expo C
Expo B
Expo B
Expo B
Expo C
Expo E
Expo B
Expo E
Expo E
Expo C
Expo E
Expo E
Expo E
Expo C
Expo A
Expo E
Expo E
Expo Foyer D
Expo A
Expo A
Expo A
Ext. Expo A
Expo A
Expo E
Expo E
Expo B
Ext. Expo A
Expo B
Expo C
Expo E
Expo C
Expo E
Expo A
Expo C
Ext. Expo A
Expo A
Expo B
Expo B
Expo E
Expo E

myESR.org

Society booths
Company

Booth Location

Linos Photonics, DE
121
Expo A
Lodox Systems, BE
304
Expo C
MCI Optonix, US
40
Ext. Expo A
Mecall, IT
403
Expo Foyer D
Med.e.Com, FR
109
Expo A
Medcomp Interventional, US
501
Expo E
MedConSol, DE
41
Ext. Expo A
Medelkom, LT
37
Ext. Expo A
Median Technologies, FR
342
Expo C
Medical Imaging International, US
553
Expo E
Medicor Medical Supplies, BE
348
Expo C
Medicsight , UK
34
Ext. Expo A
Medis medical imaging systems, NL
3
Ext. Expo A
Medison, KR
522
Expo E
Medisys, FR
349
Expo C
Medos, DE
6
Ext. Expo A
Medrad Europe, NL
329
Expo C
Medtron, DE
16
Ext. Expo A
Mercury Computer Systems, DE
343
Expo C
Merge Healthcare / Cedara Software, NL 23
Ext. Expo A
Metaltronica, IT
211
Expo B
Mindray, CN
515
Expo E
Mindways Software, US
504
Expo E
MR-Schutztechnik Kabinenbau, DE
215
Expo B
National Display Systems, NL
339
Expo C
NEC Display Solutions Europe, DE
42
Ext. Expo A
NeoRad, NO
122
Expo A
Neusoft Medical Systems, CN
517
Expo E
Ningbo Xingaoyi Magnetism, CN
535
Expo E
Noras Roentgen- und Medizintechnik, DE 125
Expo A
NordicNeuroLab, NO
528
Expo E
Olympus Winter & Ibe, DE
13
Ext. Expo A
Orthocrat, IL
505
Expo E
Parker Laboratories, US
17
Ext. Expo A
Pausch technologies, DE
340
Expo C
PEHA Med. Geraete , DE
308
Expo C
Philips Medical Systems, NL
102
Expo A
Philips Medical Systems, NL
119
Expo A
Planar Systems, FI
208
Expo B
Planilux-Gerätebau Felix Schulte, DE
41
Ext. Expo A
Planmed , FI
344
Expo C
PrimaX International, FR
404
Expo Foyer D
Protec, DE
27
Ext. Expo A
PTW-Freiburg, DE
26
Ext. Expo A
Quantum Medical Imaging, US
512
Expo E
Radcal, US
302
Expo C
Radiological Society of North America, US 544
Expo E
Radiology OneSource Europe, BE
304
Expo C
Raymed, CH
314
Expo C
Reichert, DE
543
Expo E
Rein EDV - MeDiSol, DE
14
Ext. Expo A
REM , IT
405
Expo Foyer D
Rendoscopy, DE
408
Expo Foyer D
Rimage Europe, DE
347
Expo C
Rogan-Delft, NL
325
Expo C
RTI Electronics, SE
322
Expo C
Sanochemia Diagnostics International, CH
205
Expo B
Scanditronix Wellhöfer, DE
309
Expo C
Schiller, CH
305
Expo C
Schulte Felix Gerätebau, DE
41
Ext. Expo A
Sectra, SE
525
Expo E
Sectra, SE
407
Expo Foyer D
Sedecal, ES
212
Expo B
Shantou Institute of Ultrasonic Instruments, CN
533
Expo E
Shenzhen Emperor Electronic Technology, CN
531
Expo E
Shimadzu Europa , DE
328
Expo C
Sidam , IT
111
Expo A
Siemens Medical Solutions, DE
409
Expo D
Siemens, Display Technologies and OEM Business, DE
210
Expo B
SonoScape , CN
516
Expo E
Sony Europe, UK
18
Ext. Expo A
Soyee, KR
401
Expo Foyer D
Springer , DE
549
Expo E
Suinsa Medical Systems, ES
327
Expo C
Swiss Medical Care, CH
35
Ext. Expo A
Swissray Medical , CH
513
Expo E
systema, DE
44
Ext. Expo A
Taramed Distribution , IE
14
Ext. Expo A
Technix, IT
337
Expo C
Tecnologie Avanzate , IT
14
Ext. Expo A
Teknova Medical Systems , CN
534
Expo E
Telemed, LT
116
Expo A
TeraRecon, US
20
Ext. Expo A
Thales Electron Devices, FR
406
Expo Foyer D
The Medipattern Corporation, CA
45
Ext. Expo A
Thieme & Frohberg , DE
541
Expo E
Toshiba Electronics Europe , UK
350
Expo C
Toshiba Medical Systems Europe, NL
316
Expo C
Totoku Electric, DE
14
Ext. Expo A
Trixell, FR
406
Expo Foyer D
Tyco Healthcare / Mallinckrodt, DE
105
Expo A
ulrich medical, DE
330
Expo C
Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, CA
352
Expo C
Unfors Instruments, SE
345
Expo C
VacuTec Meßtechnik, DE
301
Expo C
Varian Medical Systems, DE
313
Expo C
VDL Konings Medical Systems, NL
529
Expo E
VIDAR Systems Corporation, US
338
Expo C
Villa Sistemi Medicali, IT
315
Expo C
Visus Technology Transfer, DE
206
Expo B
Vital Images, NL
335
Expo C
VuCOMP, US
41
Ext. Expo A
Wide EU Office, NL
32
Ext. Expo A
Wiroma, CH
39
Ext. Expo A
Wisepress Online Bookshop, UK
540
Expo E
X-Parts France, FR
31
Ext. Expo A
Ziehm Imaging, DE
319
Expo C
Zonare Medical Systems, US
351
Expo C
Maertens Medical, DE
539 a Expo E

All Society booths are located on the entrance level.
American Association for Women in Radiology
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
Asian Oceanian Congress of Radiology 2008 Seoul
Association of Radiologists of Ukraine
Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiological Society of Europe
Chinese Society of Radiology
College of Radiographers UK
Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery, Germany
Croatian Society of Radiology
Czech Radiological Society
Deutsche Röntgengesellschaft
Deutsches Röntgenmuseum
European Congress of Interventional Oncology 2008
European Coordination Committee of the Radiological, Electromedical
and Healthcare IT Industry
European Federation of Organisations in Medical Physics
European Project FP6
European School of Interventional Radiology
European Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine and Biology
European Society of Breast Imaging
European Society of Cardiac Radiology
European Society of Gastrointestinal and Abdominal Radiology
European Society of Head and Neck Radiology
European Society of Musculoskeletal Radiology
European Society of Neuroradiology
European Society of Paediatric Radiology
European Society of Thoracic Imaging
European Society of Urogenital Radiology
Faculty of Radiologists, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland
Hellenic Radiological Society
Hellenic Society for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise Europe
International Cancer Imaging Society - Cancer Imaging
International Congress of Radiology 2008 Morocco
International Diagnostic Course in Davos
International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
International Society of Radiographers & Radiological Technologists
Japan Radiological Society
Korean Radiological Society
Management in Radiology
Österreichische Röntgengesellschaft
Polish Medical Society of Radiology
Radiological Society of Saudi Arabia
Radiology Trainees Forum
RadiotechnologInnen Österreichs
Romanian Society of Radiology and Medical Imaging
Royal Belgian Radiological Society
Royal College of Radiologists
Russian Association of Radiology
School of MRI
Sociedad Española de Radiologia Medica
Societa Italiana di Radiologia Medica
Société Française de Radiologie
Society of Hungarian Radiologists
Society of Specialists in Radiology Russia
Turkish Society of Radiology
UK Radiological Congress
WFUMB 2009 Sydney hosted by ASUM

Companies and societies are listed in alphabetical order.
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Daily news from Europe’s leading imaging congress

Multidetector CT and microbubble sonography
target inflammation in the small bowel
By Karen Sandrick
Recent innovations in multidetector computed tomography (MDCT)
and contrast-enhanced ultrasound
have so dramatically improved the
visualisation of the small bowel wall
and its vascularity that they are challenging the conventional workup
of patients with acute or chronic
inflammatory processes, such as
Crohn’s disease.

Nevertheless, CT enterography
should be used with caution in
patients with Crohn’s disease,
because of the risk of repeated exposure to radiation. Fletcher gives three
examples. If a patient has signs of a
fistula or abscess, such as an elevated
sedimentation rate and C-reactive
protein level, the radiation dose of
CT enterography is justified because
of the possibility that the underlying pathology could spill bacteria
into the blood and cause sepsis. If a

young patient is being investigated
to determine if he or she has Crohn’s
disease, then a one-time CT examination is warranted. However, if a
clinician wants to see if a newly prescribed medication is working, MRI
is the better imaging choice, he said.
Sonography with sulphur hexafluoride-filled microbubbles allows
real-time assessment of the bowel
wall, produces spatial and contrast
resolution that rivals that of CT and

“Multiple studies have demonstrated
that traditional fluoroscopic interrogation of the small bowel is lacking in its ability to detect pathology.
So high spatial resolution CT techniques are emerging that can compete with and complement findings
from capsule endoscopy,” said Dr.
Joel Fletcher, an associate professor
of radiology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, US.

Figure 1: Contrast ultrasound versus enteroclysis. The enteroclysis clearly shows the stricture of the terminal loop of the small bowel without providing any information about the
bowel wall morphology and vascularity. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound shows the thickened
bowel wall with increased vascularity after microbubble injection.
(Provided by Dr. E. Quaia)

Especially relevant for patients with
Crohn’s disease is the ability of contrast-enhanced ultrasound to provide functional information about
bowel wall vascularity.
“In the active phase, the bowel wall
presents diffuse vascularity, often
involving the mesentery, or an
increased vascularity at the level of
the mucosa and submucosa. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound is very
useful for a global assessment of the
bowel wall vascularity, in particular
at the level of the last bowel loop,”
he said.
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p. 23
European Radiology
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“However, contrast-enhanced ultrasound presents a superior sensitivity and temporal resolution in the
assessment of bowel wall vascularity, which is the real strength of the
technique,” said Quaia.
In the future, Quaia predicts that
contrast-enhanced ultrasound will
be used to evaluate the efficacy of
medical treatment aimed at reducing bowel wall vascularity in patients
with chronic inflammatory disease.

Contrast-enhanced ultrasound is
another method that can assess the
status of small bowel wall vascularity
due to its extremely high sensitivity
to the microbubble harmonic signal
of specialised contrast-specific techniques, noted Dr. Emilio Quaia from
the department of radiology, Cattinara Hospital, University of Trieste,
Italy. He will discuss the procedure
at this afternoon’s special focus session on multimodality small bowel
imaging.
CT enterography, which is a high
spatial resolution CT of the abdomen and pelvis performed after a
patient has ingested large amounts
of enteric contrast, yields exquisite
images of the small bowel lumen
and wall, Fletcher said. Because of
its robustness, it can be performed
well in a variety of practice settings
on a wide range of patients.

MRI, and the highest time resolution of all the imaging techniques,
Quaia said.

Contrast-enhanced
ultrasound
is not as effective as CT or MRI
in identifying mucosal lesions or
making a global evaluation of the
small bowel, because sonograms are
focused on a specific loop.

One of these techniques, CT enterography, is highly sensitive and specific for Crohn’s disease, and it is
increasingly being used to stage the
small bowel.
“A multiphase CT enterography
examination with bolus tracking
picks up many of the same patients
as the capsule, and it picks up
patients that the capsule thought
were negative. So gastroenterologists are using it not as a replacement test but as a complementary
one,” Fletcher added.

Inside Today

Dr. Emilio Quaia from Trieste

Lying ahead for CT enterography is
the possibility of truly quantifying
the active burden of Crohn’s disease.

Figure 2: Contrast ultrasound versus CT. The thickened terminal loop is clearly depicted
both by contrast-enhanced ultrasound and CT enteroclysis, even though contrast-enhanced
US provides superior depiction of the increased vascularity of the bowel wall.
(Provided by Dr. E. Quaia)

“With high spatial resolution datasets, we should be able to help clinicians determine the extent of the
disease, measure the length of diseased segments, look for findings
of Crohn’s disease and quantitate
them. There is an endoscopic index
of disease severity. We should be
able to do the same thing with CT,”
Fletcher said.

Special Focus Session
Friday, March 9, 16:00–17:30, Room L/M
SF 4c Multimodality small bowel wall imaging

The technique must be optimised,
however, in order to produce images
of the highest quality. One factor
involves the delivery of the enteric
contrast agent, which must be timed
so the small bowel is distended at
the time of scanning. Another is the
choice of slice thickness and orientation to maximise z axis spatial resolution. He recommends obtaining
slices of 3 mm or less and reviewing
multiplanar images rather than relying only on axial scans.

•
•
•
•

Chairman’s Introduction
N. Gourtsoyiannis; Iraklion/GR
Contrast enhanced ultrasonography
E. Quaia; Trieste/IT
High resolution MDCT enterography
J.G. Fletcher; Rochester, MN/US
Basic and advance MR contrast mechanisms
N. Papanikolaou; Iraklion/GR

SONOELASTOGRAPHY
An Innovative Ultrasound Modality for the
Assessment of Tissue Elasticity
The HITACHI SonoElastography module uses an
Extended Combined Autocorrelation Method to produce an elasticity image in real time, using a freehand
approach to compress the tissues with the ultrasound
transducer; a technique that can be easily integrated
into the routine ultrasound examination.

myESR.org
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Drive for greater quality moves away
from blame culture to better systems
oritise quality and safety in every
practice and procedure.

By Paula Gould
Discussion of mistakes, incompetence, and errors in radiology
can often lead to a finger-pointing
exercise. Which radiologist missed
spotting that hairline fracture? Who
scheduled that young woman for
an abdominal CT scan, instead of
requesting ultrasound? Whose desk
did Mrs. Smith’s unreported chest
x-ray sit on for three months? Why
wasn’t contrast used in Mr. MacDonald’s MRI scan?
Searches for scapegoats may be all
too common, given growing pressures from governments, medical
insurers, and patient support groups
for healthcare providers to sharpen
up their act. Yet piling pressure on
individuals is not necessarily the best
way to improve quality. Speakers at
this morning’s special focus session will outline how departments,
institutions, and even the radiology
community as a whole can work
together to raise standards.
Stakeholders’ insistence on getting
objective proof of quality in healthcare should not be tackled as oneoff initiatives, according to Prof.
James Thrall, chair of the radiology
department at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, and professor of radiology at Harvard Medical
School. Experience has also shown
that even the most diligent, competent individuals will not get everything right all of the time if they
are working on their own. What is
needed, instead, are departments
that accept accountability, and pri-

“If we are going to achieve better
quality, we have to frame it in the
context of better systems of care,
rather than simply flogging each
healthcare worker to death to do
better,” he said.

At this morning’s special focus session,
Prof. Bruce Hillman will explain how the
right kind of radiology research will help
improve best practice and patient safety.

MGH’s radiology department has
been running a quality management
programme that adheres to these
principles since 1991. One simple
change involved creating a foolproof
way to prevent misidentification in
the outpatient x-ray department.
Anyone arriving for an outpatient
x-ray appointment now receives an
identifier wrist band. As individuals
are called up for a scan they are asked:
“What is your name?” and “What is
your date of birth?” The technolo-

gist verifies that their answers match
what is on the wrist band, and on the
scheduling sheet, before going ahead
with the x-ray.
The switch from film-based imaging to a digital acquisition and storage system has also helped reduce
errors. Electronic images don’t get
lost, stolen, or misplaced, Thrall
said. Pieces of film, on the other
hand, could be stored in the wrong
folder, misfiled in the film library,
or sit in someone’s in-tray for weeks
on end. His department has also cut
back its outgoings by going digital. A
single piece of x-ray films costs $1.60,
whereas a CD-ROM that can store
hundreds of images costs just $1.
The new emphasis on systems does
not mean that individual expertise
is no longer recognised or expected,
though. The idea is to combine
competency-based training with
improvements in systems of care.
“You do not need to devalue the
dedication of an individual. You are
just in the happy position of giving
that individual a better system to
work in,” Thrall noted.
Prof. Bruce Hillman, professor of
radiology at the University of Virginia,
agrees that radiologists have nothing

to fear from the quality revolution.
Sure enough, doctors must increasingly demonstrate that what they do
makes a positive difference. The philosophy of: ‘Trust me, I’m a professional’ is no longer sufficient. But this
is hardly an unreasonable request,
given the rising costs of imaging and
concerns over wastage in radiology.

improves patient health.” he said.
“This is something that we have
never been asked to do before. We
need to respond in a way that allows
us to continue to practise, but also
ensures that it will improve patient
healthcare at a more reasonable cost.
One way for the radiology community to meet this goal is by conducting more, high-quality research.
This would provide solid evidence
on which procedures and protocols
are worthwhile and which should be
abandoned.
“I would argue that about 70% of
radiology practice is based on habit
and anecdote, and has not been
validated as best practice. What I’m
saying is: let’s improve the evidence
base, let’s get more scientific understanding,” Hillman said.

Improving quality means improving systems, not flogging each healthcare worker
to death, according to Prof. James Th rall.

“We have a moral imperative to
practise in a way that better helps
clinicians make their patientrelated decisions, and that better

The majority of radiology research
conducted at present is difficult to
apply generally, he added. Studies
tend to be quite specific to the institution in which they were carried
out, and highly focused on specific
issues. He would prefer to see more
multi-centre projects that tackle the
big questions in radiology. Such studies would then be more applicable to
more radiologists, and could help
raise standards across the specialty.

STOP BY OUR BOOTH AT ECR

Visit the

Special Focus Session
Friday, March 9, 08:30–10:00, Room N/O
SF 1d The quality revolution:
Best practice and patient safety in radiology
•
•

•
•
•

Chairman’s Introduction
A.K. Dixon; Cambridge/UK
Departmental organisation to achieve best practice and patient
safety in radiology
J.H. Thrall; Boston, MA/US
Research to achieve best practice and patient safety in radiology
B.J. Hillman; Charlottesville, VA/US
Discussion
Conclusions and review of national and international initiatives
A.K. Dixon; Cambridge/UK
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Ultrasound and MRI combine for noninvasive
characterisation of benign uterine tumours
By Frances Rylands-Monk
Imaging is playing an increasing
role in the diagnosis and followup of uterine conditions. Emerging techniques, including 3D and
4D ultrasound, are being used to
detect benign tumours of the womb
such as leiomyomas, more commonly known as fibroids, and other
pathologies like polyps. These tools
provide equivalent views to hysterosonography and can establish the
precise location in the endometrial
cavity of polyps and fibroids and
their volume measurements, both
of which are pivotal in treatment
choice.
To diagnose benign tumours of the
uterus, a combination of transabdominal and transvaginal ultrasound will usually answer most of
the clinician’s questions. Frequently
doctors would proceed to hysterosalpingography especially if needing to differentiate between a broad
base endometrial polyp and a submucosal fibroid. Some pathologies
can be dealt with without requiring
MRI. However, MRI brings characterisation, particularly to fibroids,
to create an individual treatment
plan and predict treatment effectiveness.

Dr. Evis Sala from Cambridge

Options include medical therapy,
hysterectomy, myomectomy, hysteroscopic ressection for some submucosal fibroids, uterine artery
embolisation, and thermo-ablative
techniques such as laser ablation and
MR-guided focused ultrasound, an
experimental treatment option needing ethical review. The personal circumstances of the patient must also
be taken into consideration. Some
women who have developed fibroids
in their mid-30s but have not yet had
children may want to preserve their
fertility, while for others this may not
be a critical factor.
Ultrasound cannot reliably distinguish between fibroids and adenomyomas, but MRI can do. This is
important, given that the only effective treatment for debilitating adenomyosis is hysterectomy, and therapy
options for fibroids are determined
by location, number, size, and type.
MRI can also distinguish between
polyps and submucosal fibroids.
Endometrial polyps are best detected
by ultrasound hysterosalpingography, even in the setting of endometrial hyperplasia. However, differentiating broad-based polyps from
submucosal fibroids may be problematic. MRI features are often nonspecific, but visualisation of a separate endometrial stripe is diagnostic
and excludes the presence of polyps.
“Benign conditions aren’t headline-hitting due to the fact that
they aren’t directly life-threatening and therefore not considered in
the main as an urgent priority,” said
Dr. Evis Sala, honorary consultant
radiologist at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. “However, in
terms of public health they affect a
huge proportion of the population.
For example, 30% of women over 30
years old and 50% of Afro-American women have fibroids, a condition which can sometimes be debili-

The European Society
of Thoracic Imaging
This year, the European Society of
Thoracic Imaging (ESTI) is organising its Annual Meeting jointly with
Fleischner Society, a most esteemed
multidisciplinary society concerning chest disease. The meeting will
take place from June 8–10, 2007,
in Athens, GR (www.esti2007.org).
This joint venture reflects the realisation that state of the art radiology
requires not only advanced technologies in imaging and intervention,
but also expansion of the dialogue
with pulmonologists, physiologists
and other related scientists on issues
related to the chest. In addition, the
joint meeting represents the concept
of the value of exchange of ideas and
collaboration with our transatlantic
colleagues.

tating, impacting on daily life, yet
most often occurring in the reproductive years when a woman should
be in her prime.”
Sala, who is speaking at today’s mini
course, believes that benign services
should be structured similarly to
cancer services, given that the radiologist is increasingly active in diagnosis, treatment choice, carrying
out the treatment (such as uterine
artery embolisation or MR-guided
focused ultrasound), and treatment
evaluation. She collaborates with an
interventional radiologist colleague
on reviewing cases imaged with
ultrasound and MRI to assess the
suitability and predict the success of
embolisation so that the patient can
be given an informed choice prior
to the commencement of treatment.
Expertise is required regarding the
location, size, number of fibroids,
and type of degeneration if present,
as well as the type of blood supply to
the fibroid.
“The teamwork between the gynaecologist and radiologist, both noninterventionist and interventionist,
is very important. Such teamwork is
seen as a matter of course in oncology departments, and should be the
norm in all fields,” she said.
Correct choice of modality, technique and sequence of imaging tests
ultimately leads to tailored patient
management, which is particularly
important in a state-funded healthcare system such as that which exists
in the UK.
“With proper expertise, we can individualise patient treatment, especially now that patients are more
informed and have higher expectations due to what they learn on the
internet,” Sala said. “For individualised patient management to work,
imaging has to guide treatment.

Because benign conditions are quite
common, it is important that a general radiologist knows the key issues
– the ‘pitfalls and pearls’ of imaging
– and keeps up-to-date with techniques, because he or she is the first
port-of-call. Plus, many small hospitals may not have a dedicated gynaecological radiologist, but they will
usually have access to ultrasound
and a standard MRI machine.”
MRI plays an important role as a
problem-solving modality and is
increasingly the modality of choice
for selected indications, but imaging
the female pelvis remains a challenge
because imaging appearance varies across physiological states and is
altered under hormonal influence.
Today’s session will also cover normal uterine anatomy and emphasise
physiological variations that may
mimic disease states on ultrasound
and MRI. The protocols and rationale for performing state-of-the-art
MR imaging of the female pelvis
will be addressed in a presentation

by Dr. Caroline Reinhold, McGill
University, Montreal, Canada. Dr.
Stefan Schönberg, Ludwig-Maximilians-University, Munich, will discuss
treatment selection and follow-up of
benign tumours.

Sagittal T2-weighted MRI (3 Tesla) shows
a very large uterus in a 40-year-old female
patient complaining of metromenorrhagia
and urinary symptoms. A large anterior
adenomyoma (A) and two lower uterine
segment leiomyomas (L) are elegantly
demonstrated. Note multiple signal voids
(arrows) representing feeding vessels.
(Provided by Dr. E. Sala)

Mini Course:
Woman’s Imaging:
Practical Questions, Useful Answers
Friday, March 9, 08:30–10:00, Room L/M
MC 118 Current concepts and practical approaches
to imaging the uterus
Moderator: T.M. Cunha; Lisbon/PT
• A. Imaging the female pelvis: Technique, normal anatomy
and physiology
C. Reinhold; Montreal, QC/CA
• B. Benign tumors of the uterus: Detection and characterization
E. Sala; Cambridge/UK
• C. Benign tumors of the uterus: Treatment selection
and follow-up
S.O. Schönberg; Munich/DE

EuroPACS

ESTI is redefining itself this year and
updating the by-laws of the Society to align them with other subspecialty societies and to help it to
function within the framework of
the European Society of Radiology.
This change will facilitate rapid further development of the Society and
will allow a broader penetration of its
aims.

The core interest of the EuroPACS
Association (European Society for
the Promotion of Picture Archiving and Communication Systems
in Medicine) is centred on medical
images embedded into electronic
healthcare, whatever the producer
(radiology, nuclear medicine, surgery, cardiology and other clinical
fields).

More information will be available
from the ESTI booth at ECR, along
with the final programme of the ESTI
/ Fleischner Annual Meeting 2007.

One objective of the association is to
promote the exchange of information
in the fields of research, user experience, implementation, and assessment. The association also aims to
audit the benefits of the development and use of digital systems for
the acquisition, storage, transport,
processing, display and reproduction of medical pictures (PACS) and

related technologies, as well as their
integration in the eHealth context.

myESR.org

EuroPACS is set to hold its next
meeting together with CARS (Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery), on June 27–30, 2007 in Berlin,
Germany.
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4TH HOSPITAL MANAGER SYMPOSIUM AT ECR 2007 – Management,
Saturday, March 10, 08:30–13:30, Room K
ECR 2007
President welcomes delegates
to 4th edition of
Hospital Manager
Symposium

Consumerism –
the impact on
healthcare
business models
and processes

By Christian J. Herold,
ECR 2007 President

Business models and business processes have radically changed in industries such as manufacturing and trading during the last few decades. This
change has reduced costs through
streamlining processes both within
enterprises as well as significantly
across enterprises by extending the
value chain towards customers and
suppliers. Cost reduction has freed
up resources to drive innovation.

By Harald Pitz, Walldorf, DE

Hospital managers frequently view
radiology both as a devil and as an
angel. The ‘devil’ view is related to the
fact that radiology is a sophisticated
specialty at the high end of technology-driven medicine, which is frequently associated with high costs.
The ‘angel’ perspective is based on
the notion that radiology stimulates
improvement in hospital IT services,
is also at the forefront of quality and
risk management initiatives, and
improves the quality of care through
largely non-invasive or minimally
invasive diagnostic and interventional procedures.
This now well-established Hospital
Manager Symposium will examine
the economic, organisational and
managerial challenges related to
radiology in a hospital environment.
Come prepared for lively and interactive sessions!

Market forces have played a significant role in driving this radical
change. As a key player, consumer
behaviour – shopping for the best
price on almost every product or
service – has made a major contribution to this. As all those changes
wouldn’t have been possible without
strong IT support, IT has become
strategic in enterprises, enabling effi-

Secure, effective
clinical data
archiving with
the Hitachi
Content Archive
Platform
By Georgios Rimikis,
Dreieich-Buchschlag, DE
Advances in clinical technologies
have enabled healthcare professionals to increase the quality of
healthcare as well as improve the
overall patient experience. As these
technologies are implemented, integration of information technology
within the clinical infrastructure is
critical to providing a comprehen-

Prof. Christian J. Herold welcomes the ECR
2007 delegates to the Hospital Manager
Symposium.

ciency through standardisation, and
providing flexibility and adaptability
to accelerate innovation in increasingly competitive environments.

such as manufacturing and trading,
the patient being transformed into
an informed consumer will again
play a significant role.

Why hasn’t all that happened in healthcare? In nature, healthcare in terms of
diagnoses and treatment is something
people need and nothing people want.
Health insurance companies are covering the majority of the cost, so no
patient really looks at costs or better
prices. Due to a lack of incentives,
individual stakeholders, such as provider organisations, insurance companies or pharmaceutical industries,
have not driven cross-organisational
change. Thus, so far, consumerism as
a key market force in many industries
has been limited in healthcare.

Well-being through prevention,
attractive environments, and information is something people want and
increasingly expect, as well as higher
cost awareness, as co-payments and
payback schemes increase. This will
lead to patient-centric processes,
which will reach beyond hospitals to
the collaborating stakeholders. Collaboration will require information
sharing, enabled by privacy laws protecting the data and patients’ rights.
In fact, the patient might become
the owner of his/her data and decide
about their distribution and use.

However, we expect this to change
significantly over the comming
years, and strong signals already
exist in the healthcare market. Today,
provider organisations, for example,
publicly speak of competition and
gaining market share; this would
have been perceived as unethical
years ago. Cost pressure, caused by
ageing populations and increasingly
expensive treatments, drives process
efficiency in all kinds of organisations. However, similar to industries

Healthcare organisations will increasingly adopt measures, such as process standardisation, outsourcing etc.
to increase efficiency, centre around
patients and collaborate with others.
IT will need to become strategic to
accomplish this in a competitive way.
Currently the IT industry is investing
in service-orientated architectures to
enable that change.

sive solution. That is, a solution that
not only supports clinical workflow,
but delivers highly available, uninterrupted access to data and all kinds of
applications. The ongoing adoption
of new clinical technologies places
increased demands on the healthcare IT infrastructure, underlining
the need for reliable, flexible storage
solutions that can scale as required.

that happened at a point in time
– for example, an x-ray image of a
broken arm, an e-mail message, or a
completed digital video. For the item
to remain valuable in the future, its
content must remain fixed to accurately reflect the original state.

Hitachi Data Systems has defined a
new approach to the active archive
market, which combines industryleading Hitachi storage with open
standards–based archiving software.
The Hitachi Content Archive Platform establishes an active archive
environment – a single online repository that enables protection, search,
and retrieval across fixed contents
and other content types.
Fixed content means that an item
reflects a particular real-world event

4th HOSPITAL MANAGER
SYMPOSIUM AT ECR 2007

Programme

Management, IT and Finance
for hospital managers & radiologists

Session 1 – Management

Saturday, March 10, 08:30–13:30, Room K
Austria Center Vienna

myESR.org

Welcome address and introduction by Professor
Christian J. Herold, President of ECR 2007
Moderation by Dr. Wolfgang Brandtner, Austria

– Consumerism – impact on business models and
processes in healthcare
Harald Pitz, MD, Vice President Industry
Business Unit Healthcare, Higher Education &
Research, SAP AG, Walldorf, Germany

Harald Pitz, PhD, healthcare consultant and Vice President for Healthcare
and Higher Education & Research at
SAP AG, will speak at the Management Session of the symposium.
Having studied computer science, with
a focus in medicine, at the Technical
University in Darmstadt, Germany,
in 1993 Dr. Pitz received his PhD at
the Technical University of Berlin.
Before joining SAP AG, he was responsible for various IT related healthcare
projects at the University Hospital,
Frankfurt.

Dr. Harald Pitz, speaker at the Management
Session.

manager at IBM Germany GmbH,
Dr. Rimikis was responsible for cooperations with independent software vendors in Europe, the Middle
East, and Africa (EMEA).

Georgios Rimikis, PhD, will speak at
the Information Technology Session
of the symposium. He is responsible for the strategic development of
enterprise storage solutions and their
marketing at Hitachi Data Systems
in Germany.
A physics graduate from the University of Heidelberg, he received his
PhD at the University of Karlsruhe,
and began his IT career in 1992, as
a product manager, then head of
product management and purchasing of storage systems in Europe,
for Comparex Information GmbH,
Mannheim. Later, as a marketing

– New approach to hospital management – look
in the crystal ball and share risks with suppliers
Hartwig Jaeger, MD, PhD, Director for Corporate Development, Vivantes GmbH Berlin
– Business intellegence in healthcare –
turning strategies into action
Jan Schillebeeckx, MD, Head of Radiology at
Imelda Hospital in Bonheiden, Belgium
– Efﬁciency and ethics in hospitals –
a contradiction?
Stephan Feldhaus, MD, Head Corporate Communications Department, Siemens Medical
Solutions Group, Erlangen, Germany

Dr. Georgios Rimikis, speaker at the Information Technology Session.

Session 2 – IT
– Key trends in medical archive systems
Bernard Algayres, EAMER Business Manager,
Eastman Kodak’s Health Group, Herts, UK
– Local and national IT-concepts in hospitals:
e.g. MIS/KIS/RIS/PACS/DACS"
Rainer Braunschweig, MD, Director of the

clinic for diagnostic imaging and interventional radiology; BG-Kliniken Bergmannstrost, Halle/S, Germany
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IT and Finance for hospital managers & radiologists
Key trends in
medical archive
systems
By Bernard Algayres,
Herts, UK
There is a clear trend towards regionalisation of healthcare institutions. In
search of better investment models,
large networks of hospitals and diagnostic imaging centres are consolidating their IT networks. Government
initiatives, such as the UK’s NpfIT, the
USA’s RHIOs, or Canada’s Infoway,
extend the scope of such consolidation
to countries. Large projects, together
with the adoption of heterogeneous
PACS in multiple locations, are bringing new challenges for enterprise-wide
image and data management systems:
despite the heterogeneity of source
systems and their geographical distribution, users expect that information
will flow transparently through all
locations and data distribution will be
anywhere at anytime.
Simultaneously modern medicine is increasingly asking for fast,
easy access to all data related to a
patient. Specialty practices (cardiology, oncology, mammography, etc)

Leasing, private
investments,
private equity,
PPP and fund
raising
By Nikos Maniadakis,
Iraklion, GR
Given the dramatic changes in
healthcare delivery over the past half
century – which include the dawning of our electronic age – healthcare costs are rising in an exponential manner, all of which challenges
healthcare managers’ abilities to plan
and fund new investments. Traditionally this has involved private
money and equity.
As funds are not usually readily available, leasing represents a good alternative option, especially for medical

– Secure and effective archiving of clinical data
with Hitachi Content Archive Platform
Georgios Rimikis, MD, Manager Solution Strategy, Hitachi Data Systems GmbH, DreieichBuchschlag, Germany

require access to a global view of a
patient’s record to properly assess the
situation. Newly designed systems
must be able to aggregate, at a user’s
access point, various data comprised
of both DICOM image data and
non-DICOM objects (e.g. waveforms
from electrocardiography; cine files,
e.g. echocardiograms, etc).
Healthcare is experiencing an exponential growth of digital information,
where storage and long term archiving
will create unprecedented economic
challenges. Regulatory requirements
(e.g. HIPAA in the USA) impose
stringent data protection and retention periods that exceed the lifetime of
storage systems. However, not all data
are evenly concerned by such constraints: evidently, orthopaedic and
breast cancer screening images have
very different lifecycle and retention
periods. New archival systems include
intelligent algorithms to secure and
optimise storage usage, as well as longterm data preservation features to
cope with media obsolescence.

provided to any application on an
‘as-needed’ basis. A grid is incrementally built from entry-level hardware
and provides high reliability by constantly adapting to a changing environment.
The first PACS generations are
clearly no longer adapted to these
trends. They have generated infrastructures composed of ‘information
islands’, where not only the storage
is dedicated to each subsystem, but
also information access is restricted.
New paradigms of information management systems are emerging that
support the interconnection of multiple medical sources (Modalities,
PACS, EPRs) across territories, allow
the aggregation of data and related
indexes for better access, and intelligently manage their lifecycle.

Bernard Algayres, PhD, will speak at
the Information Technology Session
of the symposium. He is a Business
Manager for Europe, Africa and the
Middle East, for Eastman Kodak’s
Health Group. As an engineer, his

equipment, because costs can be
spread over years and advances in
technology can also be followed.

points of view, looking beyond the
purely financial. For example, in
many cases, considering the costbenefit of new projects not just in
money terms, but also in terms of the
life years gained for every euro spent
in new investments.

Donations could be a big source of
income – certainly some prominent
institutions receive large amounts
of money annually – but this is not
the case for the great majority of
hospitals.
Overall, different funding methods
present advantages and disadvantages, and are more suitable for certain types of projects.
When implementing healthcare
projects, it is important to seek other

He was involved with the design of
the Carestream VIParchive, Kodak’s
leading healthcare information management system, from its inception.
Today this system is installed in over
200 healthcare centres worldwide.

The 4th Hospital
Manager
Symposium is
organised in
cooperation with

The presentation at the symposium
will describe projects that exemplify
those trends and will explore some
of the key functions provided by new
generation medical archive systems.

New architectures are needed, to
cope with massive amounts of data
and increasing requirements for
reliability. Grid-based archival technology is coming to healthcare.
This allows archival features to be

More recently, the public sector has
used the private/public partnership
to develop large investments, drawing the initial funding from the private sector. This has advantages: the
cost is spread over years and usually
private firms are better at delivering
projects on time and on cost compared with the public sector.

technical expertise in IT includes
software development and systems
integration, and includes a focus on
storage and archival systems over the
last decade.

Dr. Bernhard Algayres, speaker at the Information Technology Session.

Economic Society of England; Operational Research Society; Productivity
Analysis Research Network; International Health Economists’ Association; International Society for Pharmaceutical Outcomes Research, and
the International Society of Technology Assessment in Healthcare.

Nikos Maniadakis, BSc MSc PhD,
will speak at the Finance Session
of the symposium. He is General
Manager & President of the 800bed University General Hospital of
Iraklion, in Crete. Including the University of Crete Medical School, and
with a €200 million annual budget;
2,500 employees; buildings covering 115,000m2 and serving 400,000
patients annually, the hospital is one
of the biggest healthcare facilities in
Greece.
Dr. Maniadakis holds an Oxford University Certificate in Advanced Methods of Economic Modelling Analyses
[2000], is the author of many publications and he lectures in Greece and
the UK. He is a member of the Royal

Session 3 – Finance
– Polish private radiology institutions –
management and ﬁnancing conditions
Jacek Brzeziński, MD, PhD, Clinical Research
Director, Helimed Diagnostic Imaging,
Katowice, Poland
– What ﬁnancing models does the healthcare
market need and what do leasing companies
have to offer?
Sabine Eidmann, Med Finance, Comprendium
Leasing (Deutschland) GmbH, Unterföhring,
Germany

Dr. Nikos Maniadakis, speaker at the
Finance Session.

Advantages and disadvantages of ﬁnancing
models for healthcare investments – with a
special focus on private funding
Nikos Maniadakis, MD, General Manager &
President of the University General Hospital of
Iraklion, Crete, Greece
– Healthcare Fundraising –
You will get what you ask for!
Peter Fletcher, Director of Philanthropy at the
University Hospital Birmingham, UK

List of sponsors:
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Deutsche
Roentgengesellschaft
The Deutsche Roentgengesellschaft –
DRG – (German Roentgen-Society)
is one of the oldest radiological societies. Founded in 1905 on the occasion
of the 1st congress of radiology in Berlin, now it has more than 5,500 members from radiology, medical physics
and neighbouring disciplines. The
major goal of the Deutsche Roentgengesellschaft is to foster clinical
studies and fundamental research in
radiology and to support the dissemination of scientific findings and clinical expertise. The annual Deutscher
Roentgenkongress (German congress of radiology) presents an ideal
platform for meeting experts and
participating in continuing medical
education, presented by specialists
from all over the world.
Since 2005 the German congress of
radiology has found its place in Berlin. The 88th congress, taking place

Turkish Society
of Radiology

from May 16–19 this year, covers
neuroradiology, ENT diagnosis,
uroradiology and mammography,
among others, as leading topics are
presented by experts from Germany
and the USA.
A major part of the congress is
the programme of workshops and
refresher courses, mainly organised by the working groups of DRG.
About 7,000 participants are expected
to visit the congress and the technical
exhibition, which covers more than
5,000 square meters.
The continuous growth of the Deutsche Roentgengesellschaft and its
annual congress is based on its
excellent scientific and educational
programme and on the close cooperation with other national and
international radiological societies. This year main speakers from

USA, Israel, France and the Netherlands will give the congress a special
atmosphere.
The joint meeting of ISMRM and
ESMRMB will take place right after
the German congress. Visitors of the
Deutsche Roentgenkongress will also
be granted special conditions for participating in the ISMRM-ESMRMB
congress taking place from May 19–
25, 2007 in Berlin.
The Deutsche Roentgengesellschaft
will be happy to welcome guests
to its congress. For further information please visit our website
www.roentgenkongress.de.

The Turkish Society of Radiology,
with its 938 members, is the only
society in Turkey carrying out activities in general radiology. There are
branch offices found in Ankara, Istanbul and Izmir, the three biggest cities
in Turkey. One of its major goals is to
emphasise continuing professional
development and a National Congress of Radiology is organised every
October in accordance with this aim.
These meetings, in which foreign and
native speakers with high reputations
come together, consist of refresher
courses, panels, categorical courses,
oral presentations and electronic
poster presentations. This year the
28th National Congress of Radiology
will be held in October in Antalya.

The Turkish Society of Radiology
works as a supporter and representative of the professional rights of radiologists working in Turkey. The society also carries out official activites
in cooperation with the ministry of
health and works in close collaboration with other societies on specific
modalities.
Diagnostic and Interventional
Radiology is the official journal of
Turkish Society of Radiology. Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology is indexed in Index Medicus®,
EMBASE and the Turkish Medical
Index. It can be reached online at
www.dirjournal.org.

Radiology Board certification exams
have been administered by our association for three years.

Discover the secret

behind the world’s fastest DR systems.

Swissray’s unique APS™ – Automated Positioning System
streamlines the radiography workflow to the maximum. With its
remote control and memory function, the system can be moved
quickly and precisely into the desired applications. The unique
«AutoStitching» function will automatically combine up to four
images. Orthopedic studies are performed with greater speed and
precision than ever before.
Visit us at ECR 2007, Expo E #513
For more information call +41 41 914 12 12
or visit www.swissray.com
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It’s a kind of magic …
By Monika Hierath, ESR Office
This year’s ECR Today will introduce a new series on the unusual leisure activities of eminent radiologists. You will not believe what some
of your fellow colleagues are into, away from their professional lives.
Today we present to you Professor Daniel Vanel from Institut de cancérologie Gustave Roussy in Villejuif, France, and his long-standing
interest in the secrets of magic.

ECRT: What’s so fascinating about magic?
DV: One thing is that all magicians are extremely clever, because you
always have to be creative in order to invent new tricks. Tricks with cards,
for example, have changed completely over the past ten years, so constant
training is an absolute must in that discipline. And, what is very fascinating for me is the friendly and pleasant atmosphere of exchange with your
colleagues.
ECRT: Where do you perform your tricks?
DV: Nowadays I just perform for my family and friends and my favourite
tricks are with cards. My second son is a professional magician in Las Vegas
though and he is actually getting quite famous there.

ECR Today: Professor Vanel, how did you get involved with magic?
Prof. Daniel Vanel: The whole thing started during my vacation at
a Club Med, many years ago, at a prominent Austrian ski location,
where I met a magician.
ECRT: Have you ever considered becoming a professional magician?
At the time, I was resident at the radiology department at Institut GusDV: I did in fact, but at that time in France it was too difficult to make a livtave Roussy. I got to know a radiologist in my department who was
ing out of being a magician. This still holds true for Europe, but in the US
the magician I saw on holidays, a passionate magician and so one day
you can really become famous and earn a lot of money if you are good.
I asked him how he got into this. In Paris at that time, there was a
monthly lecture introducing laypeople to the mystery of magic, given
ECRT: Do you still practice your hobby?
by an engineer who did magic just for the pleasure of it. When I first
DV: Yes, I do, and I still buy books and DVDs in order to keep track of
started to perform tricks, my friend in the department of radiology
what’s going on in that fast developing field. And of course I visit my son in
coached me.
Las Vegas. This is where you can learn most.
After some years I took the entrance exam for the French Society of Prof. Daniel Vanel performs his favourite card trick.
Once I had an official performance during the meeting of the European
Magic, which was the most difficult exam I have ever taken in my life.
Society of Skeletal Radiology, while I was president of the society. I did
You have to imagine young magicians standing on the stage, trying to perform their tricks and one of the classical tricks with the Chinese rings. That was a very funny experience and everybody
the entire audience being professionals, knowing exactly what you are doing, and being able to seemed to enjoy it, but that is the only time I have ever performed officially to a huge medical audience.
perform it better than you.
ECRT: The French Society of Magic, how can one imagine that?
DV: You can easily compare it to the European Society of Radiology, you have to pay membership fees and there is a meeting every month where young magicians show their new ideas to
their senior peers. And there is an annual French congress of magicians, a European and an
American one, as well as many prominent journals in the UK and in France.
ECRT: Were you a regular at these meetings?
DV: Yes I attended these meetings for about five years. It’s just like a radiological meeting, with
a great competition among the juniors, where you buy tricks just as radiologists buy scientific
books. And, what’s very interesting is that the magic world is full of medical doctors!

European Radiology
By Albert L. Baert, Leuven, BE
The activities of ‘European Radiology’, official organ of the ESR, as well as of several European
Societies of Radiological Subspecialties, were highly satisfactory during 2006.
The number of manuscripts submitted to ‘European Radiology’ has reached new heights for 2006.
Indeed, during the year 2006 we received more than 1,300 manuscripts compared to 1,177 manuscripts in 2005. It is especially significant that more than 88% of these manuscripts deal with original research. This is proof of the attraction of our Journal to researchers from all over the world,
publishing their material.
During the year 2005, articles previously published in ‘European Radiology’ were cited 5,662 times;
an increase of 15% compared to 2004. The impact factor stands now at 2.437 which is a top achievement for a European radiological journal.
The electronic manuscript handling system is functioning to the great satisfaction of authors, peer
reviewers and editorial staff. I am particularly proud that we were able to reach a mean time interval of approximately 6 weeks between acceptance of the manuscripts and their online publication.
Due to the high inflow of manuscripts and the
financial constraints of the available printing
space, the time interval between manuscript
acceptance and the printed publication has
unfortunately increased. In the future all efforts
will be made to improve this situation.

ECRT: What do you think about magicians like David Copperfield who make their art a commercial
event?
DV: I saw David Copperfield last year with my son in Las Vegas and he put on a magnificent show.
The tickets cost 250 dollars each and Copperfield runs three shows per day. I think he is really a
top-class magician, but also afraid that someone might steal his tricks. Competition is high, just as
in medical science!
Prof. Daniel Vanel is head of radiology at the Service de Radiologie at Institut Gustave Roussy, in
charge of education and training. He is also the Past President of the European Society of Skeletal
Radiology as well as Past President of the International Cancer Imaging Society.

ABCD

springer.com

Headline morebooks onecolor

Springer –
Covering the entire
spectrum of radiology
Visit our booth # 549 / Expo E
NEW
in the publishers’ row

The editorial board of ‘European Radiology’
plans to remain at the forefront of technological and editorial innovation in scientific
publishing, in line with the advanced policies
developed by ECR and its office staff.
This message is a very welcome opportunity to
express my deep appreciation and gratitude to
the deputy editors, the assistant editors, and the
entire editorial board for their enthusiastic and
excellent support. I also wish to thank the more
than 900 reviewers from Europe and overseas,
who kindly and benevolently invested so much
of their time and expertise in order to achieve
our high scientific standards.

012922x

Prof. Dr. Albert L. Baert
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Daily news from Europe’s leading imaging congress

Honorary members to be awarded at
today’s Opening Ceremony
ECR 2007 honours RSNA immediate past president
By Julia Patuzzi, ESR Office
During today’s opening ceremony,
ECR will in good tradition award
honorary membership to two particularly esteemed members of the
radiological community.
Robert R. Hattery, M.D. was born in
Phoenix, Arizona, in 1939, but his
roots are in Indiana. After receiving his B.A. in Anatomy/Physiology from Indiana University, he
went on to obtain his M.D. from the
same institution in 1964. An internship at Parkland Memorial Hospital
in Dallas, TX, was followed by two
years of military service before Dr.
Hattery moved to Rochester, Minnesota, to finish his residency at the
Mayo Medical School. Asked why he
decided on the specialty of radiology,
Dr. Hattery states, “I experienced the
impact that imaging could and did
have on the care of patients. I wanted
to contribute directly to patient care

Dr. Robert R. Hattery

and be an advisor and consultant to
my colleagues in medicine and surgery.” Musing about his professional
beginnings, he adds, “I was inspired
by teachers at Indiana University
School of Medicine, by colleagues
who were involved in caring for complex patients, and by many medical
school classmates.”
On completion of his radiology residency, Dr. Hattery accepted a position
as coordinator and teacher of skeletal
radiology and anatomy, paediatric
radiology, and diagnostic radiology
at Mayo Medical School and Mayo
Clinic, where he would find a home
for his entire distinguished academic
career. He discovered his niche in
diagnostic radiology starting in 1973,
when he was appointed as an instructor. He quickly moved up the academic ladder at Mayo, reaching the
rank of professor in 1982. In 1981, he
was named chairman of the Department of Diagnostic Radiology, a post
he held for the next 5 years. From
1994 to 1998, he served as chairman
of the Mayo Clinic Board of Governors, thus becoming the chief executive officer for all of the Mayo Clinic’s
operations in Rochester.
At present, Dr. Hattery is immediate
past president of the Radiological
Society of North America (RSNA)
and executive director of the American Board of Radiology (ABR), a
position he has held since 2002. He
maintains professor emeritus status
at the Mayo Clinic College of Medi-

cine, where he devoted 30 years to
his teaching and administrative
duties. He is currently a clinical professor of diagnostic radiology at the
University of Arizona in Tucson,
where he is involved in educating
radiology and urology residents in
genitourinary imaging.
Dr. Hattery has devoted most of his
career to imaging of the genitourinary tract, with particular emphasis
on computed tomography (CT), CT
urography, ultrasonography, and
contrast agents. Furthermore, his
interests lie in the fields of organisational dynamics, transitions
through change, continuous quality
improvement, board certification
and professionalism.
He has been a much sought-after
speaker in the area of genitourinary
imaging, having fulfilled visiting
professorships and lectureships at
institutions around the world, from
Japan, China, and India to Germany,
Italy, Spain, and Scotland. He has
participated in 17 named lectures
or visiting professorships. When
requested to share his experiences
abroad and his view of the main differences in university life and/or clinical life between the US and Europe
and Asia, Dr. Hattery reflects, “I saw
more similarities than differences.
These similarities were the commitment to excellence, the desire to push
research to contribute to patient outcomes, the dedication to education
and the love for our profession.”

Dr. Hattery has authored or coauthored more than 150 publications, including peer-reviewed
articles, abstracts and book chapters. Most relate to his interest and
expertise in genitourinary radiology,
although in recent years, in his position at the ABR he has been writing
and speaking more frequently on
resident training and maintenance
of certification (MOC). Dr. Hattery
has served on the editorial boards
of RadioGraphics, Journal of Computed Body Tomography, Urologic
Radiology, and Abdominal Imaging. In addition, he has contributed
as a scientific reviewer to Radiology,
RadioGraphics, Urology, Urologic
Radiology, Investigative Radiology,
Abdominal Imaging, and American
Journal of Roentgenology.
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He is a past-president of the Society
of Computed Body Tomography
(SCBT), the Society of Uroradiology
(SUR) and the American Board of
Radiology (ABR). An RSNA member
for more than 20 years, he was elected
to the RSNA Board of Directors as
liaison-designate for Publications and
Educational Materials at the Society’s
1998 annual meeting. Dr. Hattery has
served on the Board in the following
capacities: liaison for Publications and
Educational Materials (1999–2002);
liaison for Publications and Communications (2002–2003); chairman
of the Board (2003–2004); presidentelect (2004–2005) and became president at the Society’s annual meeting
in December 2005.
Dr. Hattery has been honoured by
many organisations for his contributions. He received the Hartman Gold
Medal of the Minnesota Radiological
Society in 1998, the gold medal of the
American Roentgen Ray Society in
2000, and the gold medal of the Society of Uroradiology in 2005.

First female chair of radiology in Japan receives honours at ECR 2007
By Monika Hierath, ESR Office
Dr. Kaori Togashi, chairperson of the
department at the medical school of
Kyoto University, one of the most
prestigious universities in Japan,
is awarded honorary membership
of the European Congress of Radiology and the European Association of Radiology in recognition of
her extraordinary accomplishments,
especially in the field of women’s
imaging, and of her pioneering role
as female radiologist and shining
example for her fellow scientists, particularly in her home country.
ECR Today had the pleasure to talk
to Dr. Togashi about radiology in her
country as well as her professional
achievements.

ECR Today: You are the first woman
to chair a department at the medical
school of Kyoto and the first woman
in Japan to chair a radiology department in a national university. What
does this achievement mean to you?
Dr. Kaori Togashi: I believe that
man and woman should be equal in
the working environment, so I feel

rather uneasy talking specifically
about a woman chair. Unfortunately,
however, it is true that there are still
only a few woman chairpersons of
radiology departments in the world
and women are often obliged to give
up, at least to a certain degree, their
careers for marriage, childbirth,
child care, or nursing regardless of
their enthusiasm and competence.
Considering this unfriendly situation
for women, I am much obliged to my
university for giving me this honorable opportunity and I hope the fact
that a woman is holding an administrative position would encourage the younger generation. Also, I
would be delighted if my chairmanship encouraged many young female
students to be interested in my field,
diagnostic radiology, and to become
future radiologists.

ECRT: Do you know the proportion
of women radiologists in Japan?
KT: The proportion of women who
are registered as radiologists is 19.3%
(1443/7443), but I am not sure how
many of them are working full-time
or part-time in office. The percentage

of women among medical doctors is
dramatically increasing, for example
female students in a certain medical
school accounted for 14.3% in 2000,
but the percentage of women among
those who graduated from the same
school in 2005 grew to 33.7%. However, this number doesn’t necessarily
meet the number of those who are
working at present, as the percentage
of women leaving their profession in
15 years after their graduation has
been 23% so far.

ECRT: Japan is famed for being
modern but also very traditional.
How does that translate into the
research world?
KT: Ideas such as ‘woman for home’
and ‘housekeeping is the duty of
women’ are still deeply rooted in Japanese society. According to a government homepage about the human
developing index (HDI), the index
which measures the average achievements of a country, Japan is ranked
7th in a total of 177 countries, but
in terms of gender empowerment
measure (GEM), the index of gender
inequality in economic and politi-

cal participation and the power over
economic resources, Japan drops to
42nd out of 75 countries. This implies
that, in Japan, a woman’s ability has
been cultivated day by day, but she
isn’t enjoying enough opportunities
to give full play to her ability. In my
university, the percentage of female
students across all the departments
is 18.3%, female lecturers 8.4% and
chairwomen only 3.2%, meaning
women are still under-represented,
even in the academic field. However,
in recent years, these results and the
declining birthrate have started to
raise public awareness of the necessity of the support for women. The
government is now planning several
supporting schemes for nursing and
female researchers and I am hoping
that these initiatives help to turn the
tide in favour of women.

ECRT: Is the English language an
obstacle for Japanese radiologists
when publishing their work on the
international scene?
KT: English is certainly one of the
obstacles we meet in writing articles.
However, since we share a common
myESR.org

Having been a dedicated and passionate teacher throughout his professional life, Dr. Hattery’s heart is
still with the young and up-andcoming doctors, and he freely gives
advice. “My message to the new generation of radiologists would be to
remember always that they are first
physicians and second radiologists
helping patients and colleagues in
medicine and surgery.”
In recognition of his outstanding
contributions in the field of genitourinary imaging and computed
body tomography, as well as of his
efforts in educating and tutoring
young radiologists over decades, Dr.
Hattery is awarded Honorary Membership of the European Congress of
Radiology and the European Association of Radiology.
Friday, March 9, 12:15–13:30
Room A
Presentation of Honorary Members
Robert R. Hattery, Tucson, AZ/US
Kaori Togashi, Kyoto/JP

language called images, we can communicate more easily by using this
tool. The largest barrier to publishing an article may be the workload in
the hospitals being too heavy in our
country.
Writing English is a heavy burden
for us, but still better than giving
presentations. Ever since we started
learning English, Japanese educators have placed the greatest stress
on reading and writing, which has
made many Japanese not so good
at speaking and listening. If you
encounter a Japanese presenter who
remains speechless when asked a
question, please do repeat it more
slowly and in plain words.
continued on next page

Dr. Kaori Togashi
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continued from previous page

ECRT: You are considered a pioneer
in women’s imaging. What are the
latest developments in that field?
KT: I think the progress of MRI is
the most noteworthy; 3T high field
MR, imaging of the uterine peristalsis using cine MR, cancer evaluation using diffusion-weighted imaging and so on. The most impressive
event for me was the new development of cine MR for the uterus and
demonstration of uterine peristalsis
on MR for the first time. This new
technique enabled us to evaluate
important uterine functions, such
as fertility problems and dysmenorrhea etc., directly on MR imaging. By
application of cine MR, I would like
to grasp multiple diseases or symptoms like pain, which have tended
to be ignored without any detectable
information, as the abnormality in
early phase based on the functional
alteration before deformation of the
organ occurs.
ECRT: How did you choose your
specialisation?
KT: Japanese universities were still
dominated by feudal ideas at the
time I graduated, and some surgical departments did not accept any
woman applicant. In such circumstances, I chose the radiology department because it seemed to be the
most liberal among all.
ECRT: You are famed for the training of young academics. How do
you actually do so? What is your key
message to junior radiologists?
KT: I believe that the most positive
way to train the young academics is
to enjoy the subject and be thrilled

to do the research myself. My motto
is ‘stay happy at work everyday’. I
want young researchers in the postgraduate school to have experiences
they can get only in the university,
so I offer as many chances as possible to see great researchers and
to have international interchanges,
urge them to take part in international conferences, and encourage
them to be spurred by the world.
Likewise, I try to let students still
in the medical school enjoy the
chances to visit radiology departments in hospitals overseas or to
participate in the international conferences, so that they can think in
a global way as early as possible in
their careers. My key message to
junior radiologists would be; “You
have infinite possibilities. Don’t create the boundaries yourself. I hope
you would believe in your ability
and potential, and open your mind
to the world. There I’m sure you can
find something very exciting!”

ECRT: You have been a visiting
assistant professor at Harvard Medical School (Massachusetts, USA)
and have visited/participated several
times in the RSNA and ECR. Can
you name any differences between
the Western radiology world and the
Japanese?
KT: There are many differences in
treatment, manpower and so on. I
think the large amount of work burdened on the clinical practitioners is
not limited to the field of radiology,
but it is almost abnormal how hard
the doctors have to work in hospitals
in Japan. It is an everyday affair for
the Japanese doctors to work normally in the daytime, be on duty all
night without any sleep and work
until late in the evening the next day.

Curriculum vitae
Kaori Togashi, M.D., Ph.D. was born
in 1954 in Kyoto, Japan.
After receiving her M.D. from Kyoto
University in 1979 and completing
her residencies at the Kyoto University Hospital and the Hospital
of Shiga Medical School in Shiga,
Japan, she became assistant professor in radiology at the Shiga Medical
School in 1980.
From 1983 to 1987 Dr. Togashi
attended the Postgraduate School
of Medicine at Kyoto University,
where she graduated with a degree
of Doctor of Medical Science. From
1987 to 1989 she worked as clinical
associate at Kyoto Teishin Hospital
in Kyoto, and from 1989 to 1992
as Director in Radiology at Otsu
Municipal Hospital in Shiga, before
she moved back to Kyoto to become
assistant professor in radiology and
nuclear medicine at the Kyoto University Faculty of Medicine. After a
short stint as clinical associate at the
Osaka Red Cross Hospital in Osaka,
Japan, in 1997/98, she then took an
appointment as associate professor in Hitachi Medical Corporation
Chair at the Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Imageology. In 2003 Dr. Togashi went
back to Kyoto as associate professor at the department of radiology,
where in 2004 she was promoted
to her current position as professor and chairperson at the Department of Diagnostic Imaging and
Nuclear Medicine at Kyoto University’s Graduate School of Medicine.
Dr. Togashi thus became the first
woman to chair a department at the

medical school of Kyoto University,
one of the most prestigious universities in Japan, known by its distinguished tradition and outstanding
achievements in basic science, and
the first woman in Japan to chair a
radiology department in a national
university.

of Woman‘s Imaging. In these societies, Dr. Togashi has not only presented numerous academic achievements, but also contributed to the
educational programmes such as
the refresher course in the annual
meeting of the Radiological Society
of North America.

Apart from her vast œuvre in Japanese, Dr. Togashi has published 117
original articles, 16 invited reviews
and 7 books in English, most notably
‘MRI of the female pelvis’, and ‘Magnetic Resonance imaging in cervical
cancer’, two virtual standards in her
field of expertise. Due to her reputation in this field, in 1997 Dr. Togashi
was invited to become visiting
assistant professor in radiology at
Harvard Medical School, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, in Harvard, Massachusetts/US. Dr. Togashi
is now striving to extend the horizon of MR imaging with the use of
cine MR imaging technique for the
uterus. This technique has attracted
interests not only from radiology,
obstetrics, and gynaecology, but also
from the bioengineering society as a
new tool to elucidate biomechanics
of the uterine function.

Dr. Togashi’s remarkable achievements have been duly honoured
by her peers, leading to a string of
awards, such as the prize for excellent manuscript at the 49th Annual
Meeting of the Japan Radiological
Society (Kobe, 1990), five Certificates of Merit at RSNA (1998, 1999,
2000, 2001, 2002), two Excellence
in Design Awards at RSNA (2002,
2003), the ESUR Gold Medal in
2002, the Prize for excellent subject
at the 57th Scientific Meeting of the
Japan Oesophageal Society (Kyoto,
2003), two International Jump
Awards at ISMRM (2004, 2005), two
Educational Exhibit Awards (Magna
Cum Laude and Cum Laude) at ECR
2005, and two Certificate of Merits
awards at ECR 2006. Many of these
attainments are also the results of
her assiduous effort to train young
academic radiologists.

Dr. Togashi is a member of the Japan
Radiological Society (JRS), the Japanese Society of Magnetic Resonance
in Medicine, the Japanese Society
of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
the Japanese Society of Infertility,
the Radiological Society of North
America, the International Society
for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, the Society of Uroradiology,
and the Society for the advancement

In recognition of her extraordinary
accomplishments, especially in the
field of women’s imaging, and of
her pioneering role as female radiologist and shining example for
her fellow scientists, particularly in
her home country, Dr. Togashi is
awarded Honorary Membership of
the European Congress of Radiology and the European Association
of Radiology.

ECR awards gold medal to eminent
expert in cardiovascular radiology
By Monika Hierath, ESR Office
Prof. Robert E. Steiner was born
in 1918 in Prague, before moving
to Austria. He began his medical
studies at the University of Vienna
in 1935 and then in 1938 he left for
Dublin, Ireland where he completed
his studies at the national University College and graduated in 1941.
He started his medical career in the
United Kingdom Emergency Medical Services where he served from
1941 to 1945. His radiological training began in the United Sheffield
Hospitals in 1944 and continued
until 1950, when he finished as a
junior registrar and tutor in diagnostic radiology.
Asked why he decided to become a
radiologist he says: “While working
in the Emergency Service Hospital
during the war I came in constant
contact with the x-ray department
and with the help of its director I
began to realise the impact diagnostic radiology was having on clinical
medicine. When a training post in
radiology was offered, I accepted
with alacrity and so started my radiological career.”

From 1950 to 1983 he worked in
the Department of Diagnostic Radiology at Hammersmith Hospital,
London, first as deputy Director and
then as Director. During this time
he was appointed the first Professor of Diagnostic Radiology of the
University of London at the Royal
Postgraduate Medical School at
Hammersmith Hospital. He retired
in 1983, but continued to work part
time in the MRI unit now named
after him and he is Emeritus Professor of Diagnostic Radiology at the
University of London.
“I was inspired by the possibilities in
this expanding branch of medicine
and was supported by my teachers
and clinical colleagues, not only
to do routine work, but also to get
involved in research and teaching,”
Steiner adds.
Prof. Steiner held distinguished
offices in radiological societies in
the UK and abroad; he was President of the British Institute of Radiology (1972–1973), President of
the Royal College of Radiologists
(1977–1980), and President of the
Fleischner Society (1974–1975),
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to name a few. He is an Honorary Fellow of many national societies in Europe, America, East Asia
and Australia and has also attained
many distinctions. Amongst those
are Commander of the British
Empire from the UK government;
the Gold Medal of the Royal College
of Radiologists; the Barclay Medal
of the British Institute of Radiology; the Rajewsky Medal of the
European Association of Radiology; and he is an Honorary Fellow
of radiological societies throughout
the world. He has also given a large
number of named lectures such as
the Olle Olsen lecture in Lund/SE,
the Chamberlain lecture in Philadelphia/US, the Fleischner lecture
in Boston/US, the Sosman lecture
in Boston/US, and the Schinz lecture in Bern/CH.
Professor Steiner’s research interests
were largely in the cardiovascular
field, pulmonary circulation and
pulmonary diseases. In all these
areas he worked very closely with
his clinical colleagues. Since 1979
he has been involved with the development of the clinical application
of magnetic resonance imaging as

a part-time member of a team supported by the Medical Research
Council, the University of London, and the British Department of
Health and Industry.
Publications number over 250, with
the main emphasis on the pulmonary and cardiovascular systems,
and magnetic resonance imaging.
Professor Steiner has been editor
of 4 editions of Recent Advances in
Radiology and Imaging (Churchill
Livingstone) and of Clinical Disorders of the Pulmonary Circulation (Churchill Livingstone); he
was editor of the British Journal of
Radiology from 1965 to 1970, and
has written chapters in a number of
textbooks.
Asked for his advice to the younger
generation, Prof. Steiner concludes:
“It is important to get good clinical experience and patient contact
before you specialise in diagnostic
radiology. Visit x-ray departments
and see for yourself what this speciality is all about and what the future
holds. Our specialty has expanded
remarkably over the years and has
gained importance with diagnostic

Prof. Robert E. Steiner

and interventional contributions to
the practice of medicine. One must
therefore keep in touch with the literature, scientific meetings, national
and international, and the industry,
so as to make contributions in these
areas if at all possible. As doctors
we must never forget that we are
dealing with human beings and are
always learning about new developments in our working life.”
For his numerous influential contributions to the science of radiology,
particularly in MRI and in cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases,
Prof. Robert E. Steiner is awarded
the Gold Medal of the European
Congress of Radiology and the
European Association of Radiology.
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There is no use in doing what has already been done
By Monika Hierath, ESR Office
A pioneer in chest imaging, Prof.
Philippe Grenier will be awarded
the ECR and EAR Gold Medal today
during the ECR 2007 Opening Ceremony for his involvement with both
organisations over the years. In this
interview, he evaluates the evolution
of ECR since its beginning, forecasts
the future developments in CT and
encourages young radiologists to
invest in tomorrow’s radiology.

On the other hand, ECR must certainly not evolve like RSNA where
the professional aspect of radiology
is outdone by the big technological fair and the industrial presence.
ECR must keep its specificity!
Another benefit for ECR would be
to attract more radiologists and
not only academics. It should also
try to encourage more Europeans
to come. This Congress has a huge
growth potential! For instance, only
200 to 300 out of 7,000 French radi-

ECR Today: How do you feel about
receiving the Gold Medal of ECR
and EAR this year?
Prof. Philippe Grenier: I’m very
pleased even though I have to admit
it’s not a surprise! Former ECR presidents usually end up as Gold Medallists. It’s the result of many years of
work and investment in both ECR
and EAR. Of course it’s a great honour to be awarded and recognised
by the profession. I am particularly
happy to receive this distinction
from Christian Herold, a chest imaging colleague and highly respected
radiologist.
ECRT: You were ECR President
in 2002 and Chairman of the ECR
Executive Committee in 2003. What
do you think has changed in the
Congress since then?
PG: The quality of the programme
is increasing year after year. I participated in the first Congress in 1991
and since then, ECR has grown
bigger and bigger. It is a very wellstructured and diverse Congress.
Each year, it presents an innovation: for instance EPOS and ‘ECR
meets....’ were introduced in 2003
and 2004 respectively. The design
of the Congress set by Peter Baierl
is wonderful. Participants are very
satisfied with ECR.
ECRT: What do you think of the
ECR 2007 scientific programme?
PG: It is a well-balanced programme
that reflects current imaging topics
with high fidelity. It is very promising.
ECRT: What in your opinion makes
ECR special?
PG: ECR preserves a human dimension. Even though its programme is
wide, it is still visible; everyone finds
his/her own way in it. It is convivial,
more and more international, people
from outside Europe do not hesitate
to come; Asia is for instance more and
more present. ECR never stopped
evolving: it not only takes technological evolutions into account, it
also deals with the latest scientific
issues. The scientific quality is undeniable, and all important radiologists
are present. In a nutshell, it is a major
meeting point, an opportunity one
cannot miss anymore.
ECRT: What would make it even
better?
PG: I only have one regret concerning the Congress: the industry isn’t
present enough. The technical exhibition is not as good as the scientific
programme. Somehow, the industry
does not consider ECR as much as
RSNA. ECR should convince them
to invest more into the Congress.

Prof. Philippe A. Grenier

ologists come to Vienna each year.
It is of course typical of us French
not to be at ease with English! But I
reckon the young are different: they
dare to speak and they speak better
foreign languages. ECR should urge
them to come!

ECRT: Your specialty is chest imaging and respiratory disease using
high-resolution CT. How did you
choose to specialise in that field?
PG: After I finished my fellowship
in abdominal and digestive radiology, I decided to move onto my preferred field of interest: thoracic radiology. By this time, chest imaging
was regarded as a prestigious field
and technological developments like
high-resolution CT represented a
stepping stone for young researchers at that time. This investment
proved to be the right one: I was soon
elected as a member of the esteemed
Fleischner Society, of which I was
appointed President in 2003.
ECRT: What exactly can be achieved
thanks to MDCT?
PG: MDCT is one of the most spectacular evolutions in chest imaging. In a single short breath hold,
the entire lungs may be scanned
with thin collimation. That provides volumetric high-resolution
data sets. The images are analysed
at the workstation in cine viewing.
Moving and swivelling through
the volume helps to select the
most informative reformations.
Postprocessing techniques such as
intensity projections, CT bronchography and virtual bronchoscopy
are used interactively on purpose.
The detection and characterisation
of focal and diffuse lung, airway, and
pulmonary diseases have improved
tremendously. In addition cardiac
gating offers the advantage to provide information on both right and
left ventricular function and morphologic assessment of coronary
arteries at the same time.

ECRT: What are the newest developments in CT? How do you see CT
evolving in the future?
PG: The next generation of CT scanners will provide still faster acquisitions and, owing to new types of
detectors, reduction of the dose and
double energy analysis. This should
still improve quality of cardiac imaging and make for feasible and reliable
lung perfusion assessment, tumour
perfusion analysis and reconstruction of lung images at different
phases of the respiratory cycle, for
better morphologic and functional
assessment of lung disease.
ECRT: There tends to be a growing
need in radiology for a multidisciplinary approach. How do you cope
with this phenomenon at Hôpital
Pitié-Salpêtrière of Paris?
PG: In my hospital, radiologists are
present and active participants in all
multidisciplinary meetings for all
organ-oriented specialties. Radiologists, nuclear medical specialists and
radiotherapists have started working
closer and closer. Image-guided thermoablation and selective chemotherapy delivery are integrated into the
strategic options in cancer treatment.
Interventional radiologists and cardiovascular surgeons have worked
together for several years.
ECRT: Are there any turf battles at
the Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière?
PG: No, for the moment, but the
risk of turf battles with cardiologists is real in the short term. Today,
there is a large pool of radiologists
with sophisticated training and
years of experience in CT technology. Martine Rémy-Jardin, ECR
Honorary Lecturer this year, is
brilliantly showing how chest radiologists may integrate cardiac and
coronary artery evaluation into
their global chest evaluation. There
is no reason that this will not also
be true for emergency radiologists
and general radiologists. However,
this is only a starting point. Evaluating the pumping heart, at rest and
during stress, is key to assessing the
extent and severity of most cardiac
diseases. Cardiac imagers must be
able to understand and diagnose
pathophysiology. Hopefully cardiac
MR imaging is the best technique to
accomplish this and we need to foster it along with cardiac CT.
ECRT: How many radiologists
are working at the Hôpital PitiéSalpêtrière of Paris? How does that
number compare with other French
University centre hospitals?
PG: The Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière
is one of the biggest hospitals in
France. The imaging section which
comprises neuroradiology, nuclear
medicine, cardiovascular imaging and general radiology, works
with about 50 radiologists, including eight fellows. Thirty-three are
employed full-time while the rest are
working part-time. It is important to
note that in France, the public hospitals are usually understaffed: 57% of
French radiologists work as private
practitioners.
ECRT: You are considered a pioneer
by the profession. Can you name

other radiologists who have inspired
your work?
PG: Henri Nahum, my former boss,
was the key person at the start of my
academic carrier.
Albert Baert, my second mentor, supported me in my investment in ECR
and EAR activities. My interest and
my starting work in chest imaging
were inspired by two people, Jacques
Rémy and Christopher Flower, both
previous ECR/EAR Gold Medalists.
It is also a pleasure to recognise some
of my contemporary American colleagues, also pioneers in HRCT of
the lung and airways: Elias Zerhouni,
Rick Webb, David Naidich and Nestor Muller.

PG: Invest in innovative technologies, and emerging fields of radiology.
Choose for instance hybrid imaging (PET/CT, SPECT/CT, PET/MR,
etc.), molecular imaging, cardiac
imaging, or interventional radiology
in oncology. There is no use in doing
what has already been done.

Friday, March 9, 12:15–13:30
Room A
Presentation of the ECR Gold Medal
Award to
Philippe A. Grenier, Paris/FR
Robert E. Steiner, London/UK

ECRT: What would be your message
to the new generation of radiologists?

Curriculum vitae
Philippe A. Grenier, M.D. was
born in 1949 in Paris, France. He
received his medical degree from
the school of medicine at the University of Paris in 1972. He then
completed a residency in diagnostic radiology at the Assistance
Publique – Hôpitaux de Paris and
a fellowship in the Department of
Radiology of the Hôpital Beaujon,
Faculté de Médecine Xavier Bichat.
Upon completion of his fellowship
in 1982, Prof. Grenier remained at
Faculté de Médecine Xavier Bichat
as an associate professor of radiology. From there, he went on to the
Faculté de Médecine de Bobigny
as professor of radiology in 1988.
The following year he accepted
his present position as professor
of radiology with the Faculté de
Médecine Pitié-Salpêtrière, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, where
he served as vice-president of the
university from 1998 to 2001. Since
1989, he has been chairman of the
Department of Diagnostic Radiology at the Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière
in Paris.
A pioneer in the diagnosis of chronic
airway disease and chronic diffuse
infiltrative lung disease using highresolution CT, Prof. Grenier is currently contributing to the evaluation
of chest disease with multislice CT.
A respected expert in chest imaging and respiratory disease, Prof.
Grenier is author or coauthor of 175
peer-reviewed articles, 57 books or
book chapters. He has contributed
to more than 400 scientific presentations and exhibits at national
and international congresses. He is
currently a member of the editorial boards for European Radiology,
Journal of Thoracic Imaging and
Academic Radiology. In addition
Prof. Grenier reviews for several
national and international scientific journals on medical imaging
and respiratory diseases, amongst
them European Respiratory Journal, Investigative Radiology, Journal
de Radiologie, New England Journal
of Medicine, Thorax, and Radiology,

for which he received an ‘Editor’s
recognition award for reviewing
with distinction’ in 2004.
Prof. Grenier has obtained 18 grants
for research and several awards for
scientific exhibitions and outstanding scientific research from international societies including the Radiological Society of North America
and the European Congress of Radiology (2002, 2004, 2005). He has
given invited lectures at more than
one hundred international scientific
meetings. Prof. Grenier is an honorary member of the Swedish Society
of Medical Radiology, the Japan
Radiological Society, the Radiological Society of North America, the
Société Canadienne Française de
Radiologie, the Austrian Society
of Radiology, the Italian Society of
Radiology, and he is also Honorary
Fellow of the Royal College of Radiologists. Furthermore, he is a founding member of the Société d’Imagerie
Thoracique and the European Society of Thoracic Imaging.
Prof. Grenier has been actively
involved in the organisation of the
European Congress of Radiology
since 1991. He was president of
ECR 2002 and the chairman of the
ECR Executive Committee in 2003.
He has served as chairman of the
EAR Committee for Subspecialties
(1998–1999) and the EAR Education Committee (2002–2005). In
2003 Prof. Grenier was president of
the prestigious Fleischner Society,
a group in which he was elected a
member more than 15 years ago. He
is currently President Elect of the
European Society of Thoracic Imaging, and has been recently elected
General Secretary of the Société
Française de Radiologie.
In recognition of his exceptional
achievements in radiology, particularly in Thoracic Imaging, Prof.
Philippe Grenier is awarded the
Gold Medal of the European Congress of Radiology and the European Association of Radiology.
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The Radiology Trainees
Forum (RTF) recommends
Sessions suitable for trainees Friday, March 9, 2007
Time slot 08:30–10:00
E³ – European Excellence in Education
Foundation Course: Cardiac Radiology
• E³ 120 Getting acquainted … (with MR Hardware & MDCT)
Room R2
State-of-the-Art Symposia
• SA 1 Pulmonary embolism: Frequently asked questions
(with answers) – Room C
Categorial Course:
What I Should Know About Imaging for Staging Cancer
• CC 116 TNM staging: Overview – Room B
Mini Course:
Woman’s Imaging: Practical Questions, Useful Answers
• MC 118 Current concepts and practical approaches to
imaging the uterus – Room L/M
Categorical Course: Multidetector CT Made Easy
• CC 117 MDCT implementation: Making the best of the
technology race – Room A
Refresher Course: Chest
• RC 104 A practical approach for interpreting the chest
radiograph – Room F1
Refresher Course: Abdominal and Gastrointestinal
• RC 101 Imaging of malignant liver lesions – Room E2
• Time slot 10:30–12:00
E³ – European Excellence in Education
Foundation Course: Cardiac Radiology
• E³ 220 Design and function – Room R2

K O D A K

S A T E L L I T E

Time slot 14:00–15:30
E³ – European Excellence in Education
Foundation Course: Cardiac Radiology
• E³ 320 Tubes, pipes and muscles – Room R2
Time slot 16:00–17:30
E³ – European Excellence in Education
Foundation Course: Cardiac Radiology
• E³ 420 The engine – Room R2
Special Focus Sessions
• SF 4a The potential role of MDCT in the triage of patients
with acute chest pain - Room E1
• SF 4c Multimodality small bowel wall imaging – Room L/M
Categorial Course:
What I Should Know About Imaging for Staging Cancer
• CC 416 Staging nodal and distant metastases – Room B
Refresher Course: Abdominal and Gastrointestinal
• RC 401 Diseases of the mesentery and peritoneum – Room E2
Refresher Course: Chest
• RC 404 Imaging of the pleura and chest wall – Room F1
Refresher Course: Genitourinary
• RC 407 Urogenital imaging techniques – Room R1
Refresher Course: Interventional Radiology
• RC 409 Treatment of acute hemorrhage – Room R3
JOIN US AT THE RTF COCKTAIL ON SATURDAY AT 19:30.
VISIT THE RTF BOOTH ON THE ENTRANCE LEVEL
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

S Y M P O S I U M

What defines progress in the

Radiology
Department?
Sunday March 11, 10:30–12:00
Speakers Johannes Hezel Kiel/DE Michael Ricciardone Charleston/US
Peeter Ross Tallinn/EE Thomas J Vogl Frankfurt/DE

www.kodak.com/go/ecr

All attendees will be entered into a Prize
Draw for a top of the range KODAK
EASYSHARE Camera and Printer Dock.
Please pick up a leaflet on the Kodak
booth or as you enter the Symposium.
Kodak and EasyShare are trade marks of Eastman Kodak Company. © Eastman Kodak Company, 2007
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What a radiologist really needs to know about genetics
By John Bonner
All medical disciplines, radiology
included, are increasingly coming
under the influence of rapid advances
being made in genetics.
Gene analysis has vastly improved
knowledge of mechanisms underlying many disease processes that
radiologists visualise on imaging.
Meanwhile, progress in genetics
and microbiology is helping efforts
to develop new targeted medical
treatments. Radiology staff will be
responsible for monitoring the success or failure of these novel drugs
quickly and non-invasively.
It is probably many years since
most radiologists and radiographers
received any formal instruction in
genetics. So this year ECR Today is
providing its own refresher course
on genetics, and a guide to where the
discipline is heading. Two follow-up
articles will focus on the related topics of genomics and proteomics.
Let’s start by going right back to
basics. A gene is the fundamental
unit of inheritance. Genes are carried

heredity in some viruses, for example, the SARS virus.
Nucleic acids are complex molecules
consisting of a sugar, phosphoric
acid, and four nitrogenous bases. The
sugar molecules in DNA and RNA
are 2-dioxyribose and ribose respectively. The bases in DNA are adenine
and guanine (purines), and cytosine
and thymine (pyrimidines). In RNA,
the base thymine is replaced by uracil.
A base molecule linked to its sugar
and phosphoric acid components is
known as a nucleotide.
The structure of nucleotides has been
understood since the late 19th century.
But it wasn’t until 1943 that the physician and medical researcher Oswald
Avery published research showing
that DNA, rather than a protein, provided the material for genetic inheritance. It took another 10 years, and
the combined efforts of Francis Crick,
James Watson, Maurice Wilkins,
and Rosalind Franklin, before it was
shown how nucleotides are organised
in nucleic acids. This finding allowed
later workers to unravel the mechanism for the genetic code.

bases are needed for each code word.
For instance, the sequence adenine,
guanine, thymine provides the code
AGT. Each three-letter code represents one of the 20 amino acid molecules used to build the thousands
of different proteins found in the
human body.
DNA is largely confined to the cell
nucleus in higher organisms. The
information it contains must be
transported to the main site of protein synthesis in cells (ribosomes) by
an intermediary molecule, known as
messenger RNA (mRNA).
In the first stage of this process (transcription), the two DNA strands
divide. A complementary stretch
of mRNA assembles alongside the
sequence of DNA coding that is
needed for the required polypeptide
or protein. These operations are regulated by RNA polymerase enzymes.
Messenger RNA is then carried out
of the nucleus to the ribosome. Here
it provides a template for reproducing
the sequence of bases in the original
DNA section. Part of the ribosome
structure is another form of RNA

Glossary
DNA
the abbreviation for deoxyribonucleic acid, the molecular structure inside
the nucleus of a cell that carries the genetic instructions for making living
organisms.
gene expression
a multi-step process by which instructions encoded in DNA are used make
proteins in an organism.
gene therapy
an experimental medical technique that aims to treat an illness by replacing
a faulty or missing gene with a working copy, or by switching off a harmful
gene.
genome
a complete set of DNA for a person or organism, containing the entire
genetic information of that individual or organism.
genomics
the study of all genes in a living organism, and their activities and functions with each other and with the environment.
Human Genome Project
an extensive international research effort to identify all genes in human
DNA, determine the sequence in which human DNA is arranged, and
store the resulting data. It was completed in 2003.
nucleotide
nucleotides are the building blocks that make up DNA and RNA molecules. Single DNA nucleotides consist of a nitrogenous base (adenosine
(A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) or thymine (T)), a phosphate group, and a
sugar.
proteomics
a field of study that seeks to discover all proteins in a living cell, tissue
or organism, determine their role in physiological and pathophysiological
functions, and work out how they affect each other.
RNA
the abbreviation for ribonucleic acid, a molecule that is biochemically similar to DNA. One form, messenger RNA (mRNA) is the intermediate stage
between a gene and the protein that it codes for.
transcription
the process by which information for the synthesis of a protein is transferred from the DNA strand on which it is carried to the messenger RNA
strand involved in the actual synthesis.
translation
the process by which information coded as a sequence of nucleotides in
messenger RNA is transformed into a sequence of amino acids in a peptide
chain.

Early discoveries made in the laboratory are having an increasing impact on clinical practice.

on chromosomes, structures within
the cell nucleus that are made up of
one extremely long, coiled strand
of the compound deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA). Most cells in the human
body are diploid, containing two
separate copies of 23 chromosomes.
Gametes are haploid, containing a
single copy of these 23 structures.
DNA contains all the information
needed for cells to manufacture proteins in the form of a chemical code.
It is one of two nucleic acids involved
in this process. The other, ribonucleic
acid (RNA), is present in both the
nucleus and cytoplasm of all higher
organisms (eukaryotes). RNA is also
used instead of DNA as the basis of

The DNA code
Crick and Watson’s now-famous
double helix structure of DNA is like
a twisted ladder. Repeating sugar
and phosphate compounds form the
uprights, with two nitrogenous bases
joining with hydrogen bonds to form
horizontal rungs. In these rungs, a
particular purine is always bound to
a specific pyrimidine molecule; adenine is paired with thymine, cytosine
with guanine. This ensures the rungs
are always of roughly equal length
and helps create a stable structure.
The sequence of nitrogenous base
pairs in the DNA molecule provides
the ‘letters’ of the code for assembling proteins in the cells. Only three

– ribosomal RNA (rRNA). This
decodes information contained in
the mRNA molecule. The rRNA then
assembles the polypeptide sequence
(translation) using specific amino
acids carried to the site by transfer
RNA (tRNA).
This apparently simple process is
staggeringly complex and exquisitely
precise. Proteins are frequently products of several polypeptide sequences
produced by different genes. It has
also been shown that information
contained in the DNA sequence of a
gene is modified and edited at various stages between transcription and
translation.

Diagram shows a gene being translated to a protein. (Provided by Biotechnology Online,
Biotechnology Australia, www.biotechnologyonline.gov.au. Original came from University of
Technology, Sydney)
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Cultural rendezvous

What’s on today

Meet the old masters of fine arts
By Julia Patuzzi, ESR Office
When visiting Vienna, one should
not miss the glorious collections of
the world-famous Museum of Art
History. The museum building in
the Vienna Ringstraße was ceremoniously opened in 1891. For the first
time, most of the imperial Habsburg
collections were housed under one
roof, the monumental building itself
being conceived as a memorial to
Habsburg patronage. The architects
Gottfried Semper (1803–1879) and
Karl von Hasenauer (1833–1894)
designed the building in the style of
the Italian Renaissance, thus – in the
spirit of Historicism – establishing a
link with an epoch of special significance for the arts and sciences.

still discernible today, thus conveying a sense of the imperial glory of
the art-loving Habsburg dynasty.
The museum’s collections range
from Ancient Egyptian, Greek and
Roman Antiquities (reopened in a
new, unique and exquisitely illuminated setting), to the Collections of
Medieval Art, to the splendid Renaissance and Baroque Collections.
In all, the museum is divided into
eight different collections, some of
which are housed in the Hofburg
and in Schönbrunn Palace.
The distinct character of the world
famous Picture Gallery as one of
the first princely private collections
arises from its centuries-old history:
Thanks to the patronage of individual

The Kunstkammer, previously
called ‘Sammlung für Plastik und
Kunstgewerbe’ (Collection of Sculpture and Decorative Arts), received
many of its works – large and small
sculptures, crafts, complicated and
sometimes very peculiar scientific
instruments – from the Kunst- und
Wunderkammer of the Habsburgs,
to which it is indebted for its importance today. The large variety of the
products of natural art (‘naturalia’)
and works of fine art (‘artefacta’) is
indicative of the wide range of interests of individual collectors. In particular the immense treasure collection of Emperor Rudolf II was saved
from the turmoil of the Thirty Years
War and transported from Prague to
Vienna. The Tapisseriensammlung

OPERA
Staatsoper
19:30 Onegin by Pyotr I. Tchaikovsky, conductor András Déri
Ballet, choreographed by John Cranko
Theater an der Wien
19:30 A Streetcar named Desire by André Previn and Philip Littell
based on the play by Tennessee Williams
conductor Sian Edwards
with Janice Watson, Teddy Tahu Rhodes, Mary Mills, Simon
O’Neill, Christa Ratzenböck, Erik Arman, Ulfried Haselsteiner
Volksoper
19:00 The Sound of Music by Richard Rogers
JAZZ
Birdland
20:00 Eduardo Niebla
Porgy & Bess
20:00 Luzmila Carpio (Anden/BOL)
THEATRE
Akademietheater
20:00 Boulevard Sevastopol by Igor Bauersima and Réjane Desvignes
Burgtheater
19:30 Nathan der Weise by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing
Ensembletheater
19:45 Mesalliance by Werner Schwab
stadtTheater walﬁschgasse
20:00 Interview by Theodor Holman and Theo van Gogh
Theater in der Josefstadt
19:30 Der Revisor by Nikolaj Gogol
Vienna’s English Theatre
19:30 A Picasso by Jeffrey Hatcher
Volkstheater
19:30 Cabaret by Masteroff / Kander / Ebb / Walker

Culinary treats
The Kunsthistorisches Museum presents one of the most spectacular collections of fi ne arts in the world.

The magnificent architecture creates a fitting setting for the artistic treasures assembled by the
Habsburgs, who for centuries were
enthusiastic patrons and collectors.
The collections of the Kunsthistorisches Museum are amongst the
most important and spectacular in
the world. The 16th century Kunstund Wunderkammer (art and
treasure chambers) of Archduke
Ferdinand and of Emperor Rudolph
II, together with the baroque collections of Archduke Leopold
Wilhelm, form the nucleus of the
museum’s outstanding compilations, in which the taste and artistic
preferences of these and other connoisseurs of the imperial family are

members of the House of Habsburg,
it presents an unrivalled richness in
some genres of painting. Archduke
Leopold Wilhelm founded the Picture Gallery around the middle of
the 17th century with works acquired
while he was Governor of the Netherlands. His collection of some 1400
paintings was mainly the product
of the Venetian Renaissance (Titian, Veronese, Tintoretto), but also
included major works of 15th to 17th
century Flemish masters (van Eyck,
Rubens, van Dyck). In addition, the
gallery contains main works by P.
Bruegel the Elder, Dürer, Vermeer,
Rembrandt, Raphael, Caravaggio,
Velázquez and many more.

(Collection of Tapestries) merged
with the Kunstkammer in 1921.
This collection includes over 800
tapestries that served to decorate
the interiors of castles. Due to preservation only a few of the tapestries
are displayed today.
The Kunsthistorisches Museum also
features the world famous Coin Cabinet, a numismatic collection with
some 700,000 objects from three millennia including coins, paper money,
medals and orders, and the astonishing Collection of Ancient Musical
Instruments representing the most
important collection of Renaissance
instruments in the world.

Kunsthistorisches Museum
1010 Vienna
Maria Theresien-Platz
www.khm.at

Opening hours:
Tuesday – Sunday
10:00–18:00
Thursday
10:00–21:00
(Coin Cabinet closes at 18:00)

A stunning view of the cupola hall at the Kunsthistorisches Museum.
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In line with today’s contents of the Arts & Culture pages, which present the
Imperial Vienna in all its glory, the culinary treat ‘du jour’ is a true Viennese
classic – the Tafelspitz. The most famous of the numerous boiled beef delicacies of the traditional Austrian cuisine is sure to be found on every menu in a
typical Viennese restaurant.

Tafelspitz
Ingredients
for 8–12 servings
1 Tafelspitz (cut of upper rump of beef), approx. 6 lb.
10 ½ oz. root vegetables (celery, yellow carrots, carrots, parsley root)
7 oz. onions in their skins
½ leek
15 peppercorns
approx. 8 pints water
2 ¼ lb. beef bones
salt
4 tablespoons chives, chopped pinch of lovage

Halve the onions, fry in a pan until very brown, almost black. Wash and peel
the root vegetables.
Wash the bones with warm water. Put water into a pot and bring to the boil.
Add the beef, bones and peppercorns, boil in slightly bubbling water (total cooking time approx. 3–4 hours).
1 hour before the end of the cooking time, add the root vegetables, leek, lovage
and onions. Frequently skim away the surface scum. When the meat is done,
take out of the broth; then season the broth and strain through a fine-meshed
sieve or a cloth. Carve the meat, pour on some broth, salt, and sprinkle with
chopped chives.
Perfect side dishes are creamed spinach, fried potatoes, chive sauce, horseradish with apple.

© Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien (2)
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Places to see

The Gloriette – a marvellous ‘sidekick’ to
one of Vienna’s most famous sights

By Simon Lee, ESR Office
Among the various fascinating
features scattered throughout the
stunning grounds of Schönbrunn
Palace, the Gloriette, which crowns
Schönbrunn hill, is one of the most
impressive. This Classicistic collonnaded structure entices one to
climb the imposing hill on which it
rests, and repays those efforts with
baroque majesty, spectacular views
and even its own café.
Any visit to Schönbrunn palace
must include an exploration of its
glorious surroundings; the vast
gardens, intersected with endless
scenic pathways and dotted with
baroque flourishes such as fountains and ornate pools. The Gloriette is enthroned at the peak of a

fantastic view, visible from the rear
of the Palace. In the foreground is
the Great Parterre, an enormous
open space, laid out with symmetrical patterns of beds, divided by
broad pathways. This beautiful garden is adorned with embroiderylike motifs within its beds, and is
edged with high hedges, providing
an avenue towards the grand slope
at the far end. At the foot of Schönbrunn hill is the Neptune Fountain, which faces back towards the
palace, overlooking the Parterre.
This fountain was conceived as the
crowning point of the Parterre and
depicts Neptune driving across the
sea, trident in hand; an evocative
symbol of monarchial power. Then,
rising beyond the Neptune Fountain are the steep zig-zagging paths
that lead up to the Gloriette, the

fabulous focal point of the palace’s
rear aspect.
The original plans for the palace
and grounds, drafted by Johann
Bernhard Fischer von Erlach,
included a belvedere at the crest
of the hill behind the palace. However, it was not until 1775, five years
after the completion of the palace,
that Johann Ferdinand Hetzendorf
von Hohenberg included the newly
designed Gloriette as part of the
remodelling of the park for Empress
Maria Theresia. The structure consists of a central section in the form
of a triumphal arch, flanked by
arcaded wings with lofty semi-circular arches, and is crowned with
a mighty imperial eagle perching
on a globe and surrounded by trophies. The flat roof has been used

as an observation platform since
the start of the 19th century and can
be accessed today via a stairway,
providing magnificent views of the
palace and Vienna. There are additional flights of steps which feature
huge sculptures of Roman armour,
complete with shields, standards
and lions. Such bold symbols of
pride and victory give weight to
the suggestions of many historians,
that the structure is a monument to
the Austrian victory over the Prussian Army of Frederick the Great, at
Kolin, in 1757. Many other architectural features of the Gloriette,
including columns, capitals, arches
and entablatures, were salvaged
from the Renaissance palace of
Neugebäude, which was originally
constructed by Maximilian II in
1568, but never completed.

During the 19th century, the inner
hall of the Gloriette was frequently
used as a dining room, but the
nearby kitchen was demolished
sometime around 1925 and, shortly
afterwards, the glazing in the hall
was removed. Following a complete restoration in the mid 1990s,
the central section was glazed once
again and its culinary past has
been revived. Café Gloriette is now
housed within, offering a selection of comestible delights and, on
Sunday mornings, a brunch accompanied by live music, ranging from
classical to jazz.

Schloss Schönbrunn
Opening hours: daily 8:30–16:30
Café Gloriette
Opening hours: daily 9:00–18:00

Literary encounters

Vienna – Imperial Town, Global Heritage, Cultural Centre
By Nils Jensen, Viennese author,
Buchkultur

© Schloss Schönbrunn / Alexander Koller

Imperial town implies heritage and
a centre of culture – this is what this
impressive illustrated book promises to present, a promise that is
brilliantly kept by both the text and
images. The book can also be seen
as a comprehensive travel guide that
does not miss out on a single aspect
of the city, with its rich array of old
and modern sights.
An entertaining article introduces
the reader to the historical background of the city, describes its
development and achievements and
has the images speak for themselves.
Concise captions ensure support
and explanation to the reader.
Three characteristic buildings open
the tour through the city: The magnificent grounds of Schönbrunn
Palace, with its ample parks, used
for recreation by the emperors, not

only in the summer months. Today
these parks are open to the public, as
are the numerous others described
elsewhere in the book.
Then follows the Kunsthistorisches
Museum on the Ringstraße, Vienna’s boulevard, opposite the Natural
History Museum and very close to
the new, modern Museumsquartier,
a first-class urban meeting point.
Third, the Burgtheater that is rightly
said to stage the dramas of world
literature in the most beautiful
pronunciation of the German language.
Chronologically, the reader follows
the individual chapters, from the
world cultural heritage to imperial
Vienna and the modern places that
have changed the world of art from
the end of the 19th century. Gustav
Klimt and his Beethoven Frieze are
presented as a splendid example of
Art Nouveau at Vienna’s Secession
building with its gigantic sphere

whose golden leaves can be seen
from distant places.
Another example of the Art Nouveau style is the unequalled Kirche
am Steinhof, a church designed by
Otto Wagner, that is located on one
of the surrounding hills of Vienna
and from there greets the entire city.
However, Art Nouveau can not only
be found in important art objects,
Otto Wagner also developed buildings for everyday use, such as the
Postsparkasse building as well as the
main building of the sluice where
the Donaukanal diverges from the
Danube river.
Up until the end of the 20th century these examples demonstrate
how the city continued to develop
with all its ups and downs and that,
beside the arts, there has always
been enough attention paid to everyday life and its culinary delights:
The Viennese Kaffeehaus and the
Wiener Schnitzel, the Wiener Heurigen, the charming places of urban

viniculture as well as Vienna’s leisure
time facilities, led by the world’s biggest inner-city recreational area, the
Wiener Donauinsel. An impressive
portrait of the city, both in writing
and in vision.
Translation by Monika Hierath,
ESR Office.
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Toni Anzenberger /
Johannes Sachslehner
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Vienna – Imperial Town. Global
Heritage. Cultural Centre.
Pichler Verlag
In addition to the German edition,
the book is available in English,
French, Italian, Spanish, Russian,
Polish, and Chinese.
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